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Chapter l. XNTRODUCTZON
     Haberlandt (l902} stated clearly the desirability of
             .culturing the isolated vegetative cells of higher piants:
"To rny knowledge, no systemqtically organized attempts to
cuZture isolated vegetative cel'ls from h;gher Plants in simple
nutrient solutions have beeri made. yet the results oE such•
culture experiments should. give some intbrstipg ins;ght inte
the properties and potentialities which the cell as ah element-
ary organism processes. Moreover, it would ' provide information
about thg inter-relationships and cdmPlementary inflUences to
which cells within the multiceliular whole organism are exposed."
since experinents along these lines had been sthrted by Haberlandt
in 1898, little progress wasmadelduripg the 30 years followipg
his work.
     The actual indefinite culture of plant tissue's was accomp-
lished indefinitely by White (1939a) in stem spgrnents `of Nicotiana
hybrid and Gautheret (l939) and Nobecourt (1939) in carrot reots.
These successes were mainly due to the repiacement of the maturd
          'and entirely differentiated Åëells which Haberlandt ahd' his
cowOrkers had worked, by tissues containing undifferentiated
and :ernbryonic ceils. :t was also important that natural auxin
(indole-3in-acetic acid) was alrea'dy availabZe at that time.
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Thereafter. .de Ropp (1955)r, Torrey (1957), MeXche'rs and
                                         .BeygTnann (1959), Jones :-et g,IL. •C•1960) and Be;-gmann.(l960)
made attempts•to establish single celz suspen'sien cultvlre
and to observe division oi single cel'IS. Bergrnann (1960)
first'succeeded in platipg plant .ceiZs usi#g the calZuses
                                     --
      'of tobacco and kidney-bea'n. Steward 'eVal. (1958) success-
                                    --
                     -.ful•ly restored the' aduit.carr.ot p!ant from single cells er
small cell aggreg'ates' deriVed from carrot roots. Takebe
g:t Ll- (lr971) ascertained Yhe totipotency of sipgle cells
to• adult plant in Ni'do't'i'a'na' "t'a'ba`dum in a tnore striet sense,
since proCedures of protoplast isolation• were e' stab!ished at
                                                          'that tirne. After the discovery of kinetin (Miller' et' 'al.
1955)lt Skopg and ceworkers have persist.ently' carried out a
series of investigations on cheniqal control of. growth and
organ redifEerentiation of tobacco '(N. tabacurn cv. Wiscensin 38)
eallus -by the combinations oE auxins and cytbkinins.
     As to the cytpgenetical problems of plant cultured tissues,
there have been different.types of results; one type Put
eTaphasis on the appeatance of the aneuploid cells'(Straus 1954.
de Torok and White 1960, Fox l963, Shimada and Tabata 1967,
Norstog g:t 9ta,1. 1969, Heinz 'et' raZ. 1969 and others). Whereas,
                          --
.-
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another type pointed out ,that the' majority of callus cells
are eudiploid or polyploid (Skopg l954, Cooper.'-tt" -al. 1964, ,
Torrey 1967, Butcher e! s,IL. I975 and othe'rsÅr. Regardipg t' o
the chromosomal constitution of regenerated plants frorn eallUs
                                .
                                     '
       .cultures, the results of cytological observations are also ' ',:
classified into two different types;•many investlgators
reported the eudiploid or polyploid constitution of original
regenerates (Mitra g!! A,IL. 1960, Blakely and Steward 1964,
Venketeswaran and Spiess 1964, Singh 'et' 'al. 1972, Novak and
Vyskot 1975). Whereas, several studies $tressed the aneupleid
or nixoploid consitution of the rpgenerates Csadristan and
                                     'Melehers 1969, Niizeki 1974, Pgura l975a, l976).
                                                  '
     In the present dissertation presented are the results
of some continuous steps of plant tissue culture, narnely,
callus induction, shoet rediiferentiation, analysis of Lhe
original regenerates and their offspripg etc., in viewpoint
of cytpgenetics, usipg Ni"cOti'a'na 'tabacum thropghout as the'
material. Zn the beginnipg part of this thesis deait.with
is the estabZiShment of a redifferentiation systern by appli-
cation ef a morphactin, ehiorflurenol-methylester (CFM),
combined with kinetin. :n the later parts reported are cyto-
     .genetic analysis of regenerated plants and their offsprings,
                          -3-
and the relationshÅ}ps between the
background and callus Eormation or
An attempti to combine plant tissue
 '
               'Will be the'imp'lied sUbject matfer'
dif.ferences in genetic
 ,shoot redifferent-ati6n.
 cUlt,ure with .eytpgenetics




       chaptex 2. L![vEluLTuRE REvlEw
     The eonception of'plant ti$sue culture can be traced
back to Haberlandt (l902), .whe'n he first.proposed tihe idea
of cell culture in isolated photosynthetic cells from'the
foliqge leaves of' Eichh'or'ina cr'aSss'ip'es. He was' not entireXy '
suecessful, but foresaw the use of ' cell cukure as a potential
means of studyipg phy'siolggicaZ and georphological probletns.
His'unsuccessful attempts to culture isolated vegetative
celZs from hlgher plants stimulated later investigatOrs to
cultivate .tissuest organs and single isolated cells. His
failure'was probabZy due to the Eact that he attempted to '
culture mature cells and the nutrients,used maylnot have
been adequate, however, he or;ginally predicted the toti-
potency to regenerate a whole plant, and this was ascertained
in 1958 by Steward and his coworkers, and in a more striet
senset in l971 by Takebe ' -tt '
-tZ. Little prpgress was made
duripg the 30 years Eollowi;ig HaberZandt's work. In 1922,
Kotte, a Haberlandt's student and Robbins reported the suceess-
ful cultivation of excised roots of pea, corn etc. These
workers were able to c.uZture roots for several weeks but not
for an indefinite period. They, at Zeast, demo#strated the
possibilities of. growipg meristematic tissues by addipg
        --
         -
   '
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   several simple compounds .to the media. rn -l934i ,White
  reported the successful cultivation oE temato root-tips
  .on the artificial inedia containipg sucrose, inoFganic salts
  and yeast extract, for an indefinite 'period and in fact,
  the cultgres have been maintained continuously "from that
  time to the present. Also in 1934, Gautheret repor.ted that
                                 -t
  pieces of earnbiurn derived from' Sa'l"ix' 'Ca'p`r'a'ea,' P'op'uZ'us 'n'i'gra
  and oth.er tree's continued to proliferate for some months.
  White (1937} indicated the importance of thiamine for the
  growth 'of, cultured rbots .and in the sarne year, We.nt and •"'l
  Thiraann reported the 'impoFtance of auxin in the .control of-
  plant grovvth. Robbins and.Bartley (1937) reported a success-
  ful eultivation df excised tomato roo.ts for .a definite period,
  using thiarnine as one oi the cQmponent of the media. Bonner
  ana Aad'icott .(l937) were successful in cuXturipg ex.cised p'ea
                                                             '
  roots for several months. rn 1939, White, Nobecourt and
  Gautheret, independently of one another, reported the' first
  unlimited culture of callus tissue. Thus, for the first time, .
  unlimiteq culture of carxot expl.ants (Gautheret, Nobecouxt)
  apd procarnbial tissue cultures of youpg steta se'grnents of the
' hybrid Nico'ttana'
,' g'lauca x' N.' 'Xtan'fsd'o'rff'ii (White) was achieved.
  These successes were rnain.ly due to theL replacement of the
  mature and la? gely differentiated cells by tissues tbat ,contain
          -
                                                               '
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rneristematic and etitbryon'iC cells. Nobecourt's pieneer
studies on carrot had shown that tissue cultures coul-d differ-
entiate roots, wher'ea's White ' (1939b), .de$cribed the' develop-
ment of leaEy buds when his tissue 'cult•ure Of !!-.Sil93199 X
l5!. •!an'g'sdOr'f'f" was transfer'red to liquid mediurn. However,
no immediate prpgress was made towards identifyipg the Eactors
controllipg such organpgenesis.
     Since l939, rnany s;gnificant co.ntributions,have been .
                                        .
                                                          'made: 'Van Overbeek ' -tt ' g,l!L.(1941) first reported the crown
gall production by bacteria-free tumor tissues.. Sinc6 that
initial discoveryt coconut. milk has benn widely used in plant
tissue culture media. During the period Erom 1943-1950,
various fundaTTiental studiest especially on nuttitional problerns
were made (Wh'tte 1943, 1949, Mldebrandt- et al. i946;'Caplin'
and Steward 1949). Zn l948,•Skopg and Tsui slaggested that
the gxoWth and bud forrnation of tobaceo stem segments and
eallus tissues were c.hernically controlled by the combinations
of adenine and naphthalene-acetic aeid (NAA). Duripg a decade
oÅí 1951-1960, various important findipgs were accumulated in
•this fieXd. Zn 19S2, Morel and Martin tirst deseribed the
method OE bbtainipg virus-free clone from virus-infected apica'1
meristem of dahlia plants. Muir- ' -tt ' g,IL. (l954) ,isolated sipgle
           -
                        'cell.s frem friable callus masses of crownrgall origin and
                           ,-7-
 placed these .sipgly on the upper surface of filter-paper
                                              '
.squares contacted with the "nurse" callus of the same
  L
 strain. Thereafte= de Ropp (1955) iand Torrey (l957) tr.ied
 to observe division of sipgle plant cells in culture usipg
  }microcharn l)er or cover-slip method. Workipg wi.th a series'
of experirnents on. growth and oFgan forrnation in tobacco calZus.
Miller'
 et!tL '.t--X. ,{1955) reported a new type oi cell division
factor from deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and termed, this
 "kinetin". This substance exer.ted various biolpgical effects
on plants and tissue cultures in which regenerative ability
of callus tissues was most noteworthy. :n 1957, Skopg and
                                                           'Miller demonstrated in tobacco callus eultures that de- and
redifferentiation of tissues can be controlled ' to sorne extent
                                                     'by the combination of kinetin and indole-3-acetic acid. `
Steward Stt g.IL. (1958a, b, c)=wer7e successfuXly restored the
adult plant from sipgle carrot root cells usipg a liguid
rnedium suppZemented with coconut water. Bergmann (l96Q)
first sueceeded in plating plant .cells derived irQm tobacco
and kidney-bean ealluses. In the same year. Cockipg reported
the release of protoplasts from root-tip cells using a fiupgal
cellulase suspended in O.6M`sucrose solution. :n 1959, .Melchers
and Beygmann cultured tissue derived from a haploid shoot of
INn'tir'rhin'urn+ m'a-jus. The tissue retained its haploid state
        - :-
                                     -
                                               '
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duripg several subcultures but then increased its ploidy
level. The culture of microsporocytes had been tried in some
species (.[Vaylor 1950, Tulecke 1957, l9S9). HaPloid tissues
and suspension cultures are c!early of particular interesti
for those interested in studyipg mutations. Guha and Maheshwari
                              '
 (1964) reported the embryoid formation ih an.ther cuZture of
Datura innoxia. Their further studies (1966r 1967) revealed
                                                 'these embryoids are of pollen or;gin. Production of haploid
tobacco plants by anther culture was reported by Bourgin and
Nitseh (1967), Nakata and Tanaka (l968) and Tanaka and Nakata
 (1969). rn 1968, Niizekil and Oono reported a successful pro-
                                                        'duction of hapZoid rice plants by anther culture.
     As to the cytological and cytpgenetical problerns of
                                           'plant tissue cultures, Skoog (l954) reported the polyploidiza-
tion of chromosome nuinber in callus tissues of Ni'cotiana
tabacum cv' . wisc6nsin No. 38. rn the sarne year, straus also
reported the appearance of aneuploid cells in cultured tissue
of rnai2e endosperm. Thereafter a number of studies have been
elaborated, syggestipg there are some alterations or rnodifica-
tions of chromo$orne constitution in various cultured tissues,
S•g., polyPloidy (including haploidy), aneupZoidy and chromo-
sornal aberrations such as anaphase briqges. univalent lpggards
and fragmqn'ts (Tulecke 1957, Torrey l959, Mitra' 'et' al. 1960,
                          -9-
'
 de Torok and White l-960). Fox (1963) reported in' Ni'cp'tiana
 tabacum that three kinds of caUuses of. different autotrophy
 were screened and they showed a wide rapge of chromosome
 nurnbers varyipg from about l30 to 220 with 'more tha'n 858
 above the teCraploid level. Cooper: 'et 'al. (1964} analyzed
                                                             '
 chromosome numbers in two 8-year-old clones oE tobacco calluS,
 both of which optginated from sipgle ceUs oE a crown--ga'11
 callus, Countable mitoses revealed in both clones. nurnbers
 of 48` (2n), 96T•(4n) and 192 (8n), indicatipg that both clones.
or;ginated from cells hayipg Yhe normal diploid nurnber of
chrombsomes. Aneuploidy in the calZus,cells of tobacÅëo pith
origin has also been streFsed by Shimada a.nd Tabata (l967).
Taba.ta -eV-tl. (l968) examÅ}ned the chromosome nurnber of regener-
                                                  '
.at .ed tobacco plants. g}hree regeneFates obtained showed 4g'i'
96 and 97 chromosorne nurnbers, respectively. Only one regener-
ate nqrmally formed 24 bivalent chromosomes at first metaphase
of meiosis and showed normal characteristics. They considered
this plant a norrnal diploid. Sacristan and Melchers (1969)
also reported the aneup!oid chromosome constitution oE rege- i
nerated tpbaeco plants (morpholpgically abnorma1 and sterile)
from a number of long-established aneuploid tobacco calluses.
However, the majority of somatic chromosome number " rapged '
within 60 to 80. Reqen.tly 9gura. (.1975a, l976) and Niizeki
        -
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 and Kita (,1•975) stressbd the chirnezism oE somati'c ch'rbmoseme
nurriber in tobacco regenerates.
                                                           '
                                       -
     As cited before, the relea'se of protoplasts by an ehzyrna-
tic method was reported by Cockipg (l960). Althopgh Giaja
in 19!9 isola.ted protoPlasts irom yeast cells from the snail
Helix 'p'oMaLt'ia, enzyrnatic isolation of protoplast$ in hi' gher
plants becarne possible after' l960. During the decade of i961-
1970t several basic studies .on plant protoplasts have been
made ÅqRuesink and Thimann-l965, 1966, Ceckipg l966, Makebe
'-t-t' g.IL. 1968, Otsuki and Takebe Z•969). However, protoplasts
  'generally have not survived in culture on a defined mediura,
and then an important techngcal advancement was made by Nagata
                   .and'
 Takebe (1970, 1971), who were able ito obtain large quantity
of viable protoplasts from tobaeco leaves. Moreover, Takebe.
g!tL g,IL. (1971) have shown regeneration oE Whole plants' from
isolated rnesophyll protoplasts in Nice't'iana] 't'aba6um cv. Xarithi nc
Because they restored norraal whole plants from single proto-
plasts through.callu$ stage, this work is interpreted that •in
a very strict sense, adultplantlregeneration from a sipgle
                                                              '
      s
        'cell, irrespective oE the origin of plant part, which Haherlandt
had ever drearrted{ becomes fully possible. A phenomenon of
protoplast Eusion in h;gher Plants was first reported 'by Power'
9:t' ALI. (1970). Production of auxotrophic mutants followipg
.
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 mutagenization of haploÅ}d eells was reported by Caxlson
 (1969, 1970) in the fern' To'd'eat 'ba'rbata ahd in' Ni-cot'iana
 tabacum. .By cornbinipg the achievements of glassical tissue
 and cell culture with recent technL' q,ues of protoplasE isoLa-
 tion and fusion, ahd with the introduction of selective
                                    '
 screening procedures, which were ordinarily used for microbes,
 Carlson gLt al. in 1972 have first produced somatic ceJl
                                                            '
 (er parasexual) hybrid between two different species'of Nicotiana,
!!..glauca and' !!. 1'an"gsdorffii. Smith 'sLt '-tl. (1976) confirrned
their restilts. Recently,.Kao et" al
                                   . (l974), Kao and Michayluk
 ag74) and Gamborg g!t: g,iL. ag7Ild il7tve reported a method for
                                 '
 'interspecifie and inte;generic fusion of protoplasts from
several higher plant specie's and ,have discussed the possibilities
of producipg the sornatic celi hybrids, which can never be
obtained by sexual means. Several recent reports have discussed
the aetualization procedures o# the induction and isolation
of morphological er developmental mutants by cornbining tissue,
cell and protoplast culture with mutagenesis in hapZoid hlgher
                                           'plants (Dulieu 1972, Carlson 1973t Melchers 1974 and others).
Moreoverf some ideas concerning the trasformation of higher.
plants have presented, mainly based on the results of expgenous
DNA uptake by plant protoplasts (Ledoux and Huart 1971, OhSlarna
                                              F
           '93tL A,1!,• 1972t Doy' et' al. 1973).
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     As previeusly .stated,. one ,of .the most unique features
of several plant cells and tissues is their potential to
redifferentiate tinto whdle ' pXants. ex'hibitipg the' sarne pheno-
type as the original exLplants or ceXls. One "of the most
                                                      ' .zmportant contributions to this aspedt is undoubtedly a
                                                    .group of workS carried out by Skopg and his coworkers.
After the discover' y oÅí kinetin, they clea'rly ddnonstrated
that organ formation in tobacco tissue cultures' can' be con-
                    'trolled by varyipg the' leveXs of rAA and kinetin in the
nutrient medium. Skopg and Mil!er (1957) stated that a low
kinetin/:AA ratio deterrnines' root fbrmation whereas a h;gh
  'ratio resuZts in shoot formation. RecentlY, Skoog (X970)
reviewed his works with tobacco tis$ue cultures, indicati#g
the role of kinetin and its relatives for redif.ierentiation.
                 'ln searchipg effective faetors eonttollipg orgahpgenesis,
           .
                                               'Kochhar' g:t --tl. (1970, 1971) have observed that several tobacco
smoke carcinpgens exerted the morphpgenetic effeet like the
combinations of XAA and kinetin on the stem--derived caliuses
       "
of haploid tobacco plants. However, it proved ineffective
on the callus from the diploid cultivar "Wisconsin No. 38!'.
Ogura (1975a) has reported that a moxphactin, chlorflurenol-
methylestier'
 is effective in inducipg oxganpgenesis in pith--'u
derived calluses of' N.' tabacum cv. Wisconsin No. 38. His
                            --i3-
 further studies (Ogura 19-75b,. c) r.evealed that sorne .combina-
tions of kinetin and chlorflurenol-methylester in an appropriate
concentration resulted in 10eg ,shoot redifferentiation in
                                                           'inoculated callu$es'. Althoygh,' dem'onstrations of such chemical
control loE o:gan redifferentiation in otherJ undifferentiated
          'tissues are stilX lackipg.
                                                    '
     The interrelationship oÅí the .diversity of rnanipuleltive
techniques of plant tissUe culture, which can be' combined in
        'a broad research prograrn is diagramrnaticaZly sumrnarized ih
                              .
Fig. 1. Even if we leave aside the new Eields of mutqgenesis
in haploid cells and isolation of mutants, and somatic hybridi-
   .zation and transformation viq protoplasts,, all the steps shown
in Fig. 1 seern to be stiZl very unsatlsfactory. 'Oniy in
                                                     'N-cotiana tabae'um, all the steps represented in Fig. i appear
partly to have come under man's Åëentrol. One of the most•
'important and promisÅ}pg steps is, undoubtedly, the establish-
          "/rnent of artificially contrelled systerns which permit 100g '
                                                   'reaifferentiation. These systems wiiZ provide a powerful
       '
means to approach to rnany problerrts in plant physiology, bio-
                                                  ,
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatie representation ofi the znterrelationship
        among the techniques and methods of plant tissue and
        ceZl culture (modiÅíied frorn Street Z973)r
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Chaptier 3'
. ESTABUSH:NG .THE CONDZT!ON FOR SHOOT REDrFFER-
            ENT!ATION
                      !ntroduction
              '
                             '
     There have been rnany xeports on the et,iectS of auxins
on dedifferentiation (canus 'induction) frorn vari6us tissues
and orggnst and on the effects of cytokinins on redifferen-
tiation (oygan forrnation) frorn calluses in many 'kinds of'
species of hSgher plants. AuXins are known as one of the
                           'most effective expgenous factors for the induction of dediÅí-
ferentiation (Skopg and Miller 1957' , c= Gauther6t •1955).l
                                                         ,
   '
                                                      'Cytokinins, in contrast, are. generally recpgnized for their
marked effect on the ability to regenerate shoots and!br
          'reots in cornbination with, or without auxins from various
kinds of ealluses (Skbpg and Mller l957, Vasil and Hildebrandti
l967). SkOog and Milldr (l957) dernonstrated in 'a tobaeco'
CultiVar Wisconsin No. 38 that differnetiation of tisSues
can be controlled to some exteht by the combination of kinetin
(KIN) and indole-3-acetic acid (!AA). However. 'there remain
many problems in establishipg an artificially controlled
            'system oE redifferentiatien,' Le., 'the'syst"em that can ailow
100g shoot oFganpgenesis. '
     One- of the morphactins, chlorflurenol-methyZester (CFM),
                                                             '
                                '
                                                       -
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 methyl-2-chloro-9-hydroxyfluorene-(9.),-carboxylate, .when
 combined with KrN, was found to be more effective thani the
 cornbination of KIN and IAA, that was described by Skopg and
 MiUer (1957), in shoot organogenesis Erom tobacco callus.
 Several cornbinations gf KIN and CFM were 'successful for IOOg
 shoot' redifEerentiation,in inoculated calluses. In this
chapter pr' esented are syner' gistic interaction data between
,CFM and K!N on. growth and shoot formation in tobacco callus.
                                                     '
                 Materials and Methods
                                   '
    . To initiate and maintain the tobacco calius '(Niicbt'faria
tabacurn cv. Wiseonsin No. 38), the following was used:
RM-1964 basal mediurn with O.2 lngll of KIN and 3.0 I"gll of
            'IAA added (Skopg and Miller 1957). To test the morphogenetic
effects of the cornbinations of CFM and KXN, pieces of'stock
calluses'(ca. 500 rpg each) were transferred, after four sub-'
culture passqges to test tubes containipg IO ml of an RM-1964
basal medium with these growth regulators in various eombi-
nations. -Ten eallus pieces were tested for each combination.
The composi•tion of this R)C-1964 medium is presented in Table X.
This Rlvr•-l964 basal medium censisted of RDC-1964 inorganie salts
(Linsmaier and Skopg l965) supplerrtented with O.4 mgll of
thiamine-ycl, 100 pagll of myo-inosit61 and 3g sucrose (wlv}
                         -i7-
  and solidif,ied wi.th 1.09o 'agar (wlvi.' .The pH of .the' medium
. was adjusted to 5.8 Å} O.l before autociavipg. The shoot
  Fggeneration experiraents mer'e 'carried out at 25 + l Oc in
  the aaFk throy. ghout• Callus we;ghti, was measured aEter so '
  days of cuZture. Scoripg the' 'sho'ot-formipg rate 'was rnade
  at 23f 32,, 44 and 50 days of culture.
         '
                       Results
  Growth oE callus tissues
                                              '
       rn inoculated callus tissues, neither the single addi-
  tion of K!N nor CFM was very effective for caZlus. growthr
     '
  and an addition of IO mgll or more was inhibitorS. rn contrast,
     -
  $ome combin'ations oi CFM and KIN resulted in comparatively
   -
 vigorous. growth oÅí the inoculated calluses. These data are
           '
 presenVed in Table 2.
 Shoot regeneration from tobacc'o- 'callus
     Cornparison of shoot-forrnipg rate among the five differ-
ent combinations of growth regulators is shown in Table 3.
A combination of l.O rngll of CFM and 2.0 mgll of KrN proved
to b,e successful for IOOg shoot redifferentiation in inocu-
lated calluses.. :nteraction data between CFM and' K:N on the
shoot-formipg rate'and the aver-a. ge humber of gho'ots formed
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Table 2. Effecls oE CFMand KIN on gxowth and shoot forrna-
tion in tobacco calluses.
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in tobacco ealluses after Eour. different culture per.iods
                           -are presented in Table 4. The 'fina•1 obseirvation was made
50 days af.ter the initiation oÅíthe ex' per'imerit. Resul•ts
are shown in Fig. 2 and Tables.2 and4 4. The' h;ghestt rate
                                                           '(IOOg) of shoot redifferentiation was observed for the follow-
ing co•mbinations of ÅëFM and KrN: CFM O.X lng/1 + K:N 2.gigllt
CFb4 O.l Ingll + KIN IO lmgl!. and CFM LI'.O Tngll + K:N 2 Img/1.
The number of shoots forrned was theJ  highesP for a combination
of 1.0 lng/1 of CFM and 10 ingll of KIN. However, no signifi-
cant difference was found between this combination and such
other combinations as CFM O.1 mgll + K!N 10'mgll or KIN 2.,O
mg/1 alone. An addition of CFM sipgXy to the rnedium did not
preduce shoots, at least in 50 days of culture. However,
formation ofi shoot-like bodies (SLBs) was occasionallY observed
at O.1 rog/1 or'1.0 mglZ dose of CFM. Mhese SLBs were most.
frequently recOgnized at O.1 lag!1 of CFM, combined with doses
of K:N •higher that l.O mgll. Zt wa$ ascertained that some
      'SLBs sometirnes developed as shoots in rnore prolopged culture.
                                 'SLBs were consi.dered to be the primordial masses consistipgL
of very Small young shoots andler defor-rned or transforirted-
calluses. An example of the SLBs and shoots are seen in FSg.
4•l An addition o.f singly KrN to the basal rnediurn was effective
             -in increasipg the shoot numbe,r as w.eZl as in enhancipg sh•oot
hL.
Fig. 2.
               H CooCH3
                                    ll
               ClsHllCt03 li
                                    T
Structural forrnula of a morphactin, chZorflurenol-
rnethylester (CFM), methyl-2-chloro-9-hydroxyfluorene-
9-earboxylate.
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Fig. 4. Three different stages of rnorphogenesis in
calluses at a combination of CFM (l.O mg/1)
KIN (2.0 rng/l), after 50 days of culture.










formation; at .least up to .the dose of 2 pag/1. An addition
                                              '
                                      'oE CFM and KIN in appropriate concentrati gns, however, was
favorable for vÅ}gorous and consisten' t shoot formation.
                                           'Interact'ion' of CFM and KZN 1'n' 'cult`u'r'e'd 'ti'EsUes
    As previously stated, an addition of 10 Ing/1 of KIN
        'slx' pgly was inhibitory not only to callus. growth, but,to
shoot formation; nevertheless a high concentration of K:N
                                .
                                    'in combipation with O.1 er 1 lngll of CFM resulted in slgni-
ficant stiMulation of shoot forrnation as well as the sllght
enhancement oÅí callus growth. Similar interaction can be
detected in almost all the combinations of CFM and KZN (Tables
2, 4 and 5).L' These results indicate that CFM counteracts
KZN in cultured tissues and that the appropriate bal'ance
between CFM and KrN leads to efficient shoot redifferentiation.
                              '
                      'Morpholog and histolog of re'differentiating calluses
     Growth of'intaÅët tobacco pith tissues dxplanted in a
                                                         .
                                           -
stra;ght stock mediurn and in one added with X.O lngll of CF)C
is shown in Fig. 5Iand [Dable 6. [Vhese explants in both rnedia
began dedifferentiation within 10 days of incubation ay 25b'c
in the dark. However, growth inhibition or retardation was
clearly observed in the medium containipg l.O gtgll of ' CFDU,
since the fresh welght increa"se in the eissues was rnoreL 'reduced
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Differences in the growth of intact tobacco pith
discs inoculated in the ordinary stock medium (upper
row) and a stock medium with 1.0 mg/1 of CFM added
(lower row), after 14 days of culture (ca. x2).
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Morpholpgical differences between an undiÅíierentiated callus
and shoot-formipg calluses are seen in F;g. 6. Histolpgical
observation .revealed that the deVelopment of tracheid-like
bodies was much more proneunced in the latter than in the
former ((F;g• 7,) •
                       Discussion
     The present results clearly show that lwo groups'of
plant. growth rpgulators, cytokinins and morphactins, regulate
growth and shoot redifferentiation in tobacco callus. Mhe
data presented in Table 4 imply that when the ratio of KIN
tb cFM is 1 or larger, $hoots are formed on the addition oE
CFM •alone (O.1 or 1.0 Trtgll). Althopgh the regenerative ability
of CFD4 has alreaay been reported CPgura 1975aÅr, it i.s the baiance
between KTN and CFM that seeins to be involved in shoot oFgano--
genesis. The sti!nulatory effect of CFM on shoot formation was
promoted by KIN and vice versa. This interaction reminds us
of the rAA-KZN interaction postulated by Skopg and Miller {,l957).
They concluded that a combination of IZVN and K!N re$ulted in
better. growth and more vSgorous shoot formation when cornpared
with a single addition of either of them. :n the pres'ent












blorphological differences between calluses inoculated
 in the shoot-regeneration mediurn (left and middle)
in the ordinary subculture rnedium (right). Photographed
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to the enhancement of• callus growth and shoot formation.
This interaction spggests that CFM acts as an auxin, at least
within a culture period of 50 days. Fluorene-'9-qarboxylic
acid, a -cbmpound related to CFM, was"
 originally reported to
be a very weak auxin in the pea curvature test CWain i958).
Schneider (1964), fÅ}rst applied the texim;'"rnorphacti•ns" to a .
group ot comppunds derived from fluorene. Several ea•rlier
studies (Kreile l967, Sankhla and Sankhla, Boppll969) revealed
.•
that morphactins had various characters with an anitauxin-
like and antigibberellin-like actions, and a new type pf.
gxowth retardation, in,general. StLmulation of callus forma-
tion by' CFM waS aJso reported for the apical c- ut sections of
Phaseolus vu"lgari$, although the calluses formed by CFM differed
from those induced by IAA or by gibberellin A3 CSchneider 1967).
Recently Schneider (1970) reported that the aetiqn of CFM and
                           .morphaetins appear to be systematic and "polyvalent", and that
they differ from the action patterns ef other plant. growth
xegulators. crhe present resuXts are neither in accordance
nor incons.-'stent with their findipgs. So far as the counter-
qction of CFM with KIN and the balance between CFM and KZN
are concerned, however, the results can best be explained '
by•assurning that cFM acts as an auxin in cul-tur6d tissuesi'
     The.qoncentration of CFM and K:N which had interactipg
•- 33-
                                                      '
. effects on shoot forrnationr ,seems to be higher than ,that of
  the !ZVX-KIN,interaction described by Skopg and jY[Lller (l957).
  Furthermore, no root formation wa$'caused by any combination
  of CFM and KrN, at least duripg a. 50 day culture period.
  Yet, SLBs were observed in several'combinations of KZN and
                                'cFb4. So;ue ok these SLBs developed into shoots. The develop;
  ment of tracheid-like bodies in the callus was much more con-
                                                           '
                                                             '
  spicuous in the "shoot-formipg" mediurn as compared with an
            '
  ordinary stock medium. Xt is assutned that these tracheid-like
                                         '
  bodies have some relationship'with shoot redifferentiationt
                                     '
  although tracheid-like bodies are. generallly recognized in
  uridiffierentiated calluses. Pieniazek and Sanietcski (1968)
  reported that in twSgs of IY[aluS Etx!ygEl!l!ELEIvestris CEM in combination
                              -
  with benzyladdnine caused a marked incr6ase in cambium aetivity
                                              -and the promotion of phloem forrnation.
       '
       :t has. general!y recpgni2ed that KIN and its relateei
  c6mpounds manifest a marked effect in combination with, or
  without auxins on the regenexation of shoot.s andlor root$
  frorn various kinds of calZuses (cf. Skopg Z970År. However,
  the merit of usipg CFM, instead of auxins, as the counterpart
  Of KZN consists in the hlgher and more consistent rate o.f
  shoot organogenesi. Thi$ ,seems to be the dual charac.ters of
  CFbCt actipg as both an auxin,and a cytokinin-like subs'tance.
-34-•
                        Surtym. ary
      Pith-der.ived calluses' of Nic'o'ti'ana tabaeutrd L. cv. Wis-
 consin No. 38 were inoculated on an R]yt-l964 medium containipg
 various concentrations of a morphactin, chlorflurenol-methyl-
 ester (CFM) and kinetin (K:N). An addition oE K:N (O.1 - 2
 rpg/l) alone was effective fior shoot forrnation from the caliu$es,
 but hSgh do$e (10 pagll) resulted in the inhibition of, growth
 and in no differentiation. The inhibitory effect of a hlgh
                    '
 dose of KIN was counteracted with CFM; Three combinatiens
 of KIN and CFM; CFM O.1 Tngll + KrN 2.0 rnglZ, CFM O.l Irtg/1 +
 K:N 10 mgll and CFM l.O rngll + KrN 2.0 Ingll were,sucqessiul
 fior 100Z shoot redifferentiation in inoculated caZluses. An
 appropriate balance between CFM and K:N seerns to be involved
. in shoot formation. The p' resent results can best be inter-
 preted by assuming that CFM acts as an auxin in cultured
                            -35-
   chapter 4. EFFECTS, OF EXOGENEOUS.LY SUPPLrED GROW[DH REGULA-
               [EORS ON CHROMOSOjvrE ,CONST!TUNON
                          :nt=oduction
              '
 .
        Several cytolpgical observations of tobac.co regenerates
    from callus cultUres have revealed that some of them exhibit
    chrornosornally shimeric or mixoplgid constitutÅ}on (Sacristan
    and Melchers 1969, CoZlins' r-t-t' gLl. I972, Niizeki and Kita 1975t
    Pguta 1975at l976). Whereas some 'investigators have mqde.
    emphasis on the appearanee of polyploid or aneuploid (ngt
    chimeric) plants (Murashige and Nakane 1967, Niizeki 1974,
    Novak and Vyskot !975 and otherS). :n this chapter presen•ted
    is, the relationship between media differenees and the variation
    of chromosome number of regenerates.
                     Materials ahd Methods
                                                                   ,
          '
         Pieces of stock ca!lqses ('ca. 500 pag eachÅr after four
                                  -"-- •
    or five. subculture passages were inoculated in test-tubes
    containipg iO to 15 ml of an liUfi--l964 basal medium supplemepted
    with three groups of growth regulators.(auxint cytokinin and
                                                '
    morphaetin) in the following combinations and concentrations,
    in order to induce shoots:
•-
36d.
     (1) Rba-l:964 + 2 mg!l' KrN ,(designated K plant)
     (2) RM--1964 + 2 Ing/l KIN + O.1 Iagll rAA (KI plant)
     (3) RM-1964 + 2 lng/1 KIN +' O.1` mg/1 CFM (KC planbi
     rn all cases, the media wer`e aajusted to pH 5.8 Å} O.l
with NaOH splution, theri sterilized by autoclavipg for 20 min
at i.2 kg/cm2 of atomospheric pres'sure. 'The sh6ot organggenesis
experiment was carr.ied out in the dark at 25 Å} :OC throyghout.
Regenera'ted vegetative shoots were 'then transferred to the Rl!E-
1964 basal rnedium containipg 3 pag/l`of ZM and O':02 rpgll of
KZN, to make them form rgots under 1;ght. Some of the develop-
ing plantilbts were transfier'red to pots filled with a mixture
of sterilized verrniculite 'and soiZ. Some of•them reached
rnaturity and were selfrpollinated by qoveripg their Elower$
with paraEfine paper bqgs to avoid cross-pollinatibn. [Ehey.d.
were used fior further investigation.
     For cytolpgical observation, root-tips of the redifferen-
                   'tiated plantlets and their ofEspring werre pretreated with
                                  +
                        '
saturated 8-hydroxyguinoline solution (O.O02M) for 2 to 2.5 hrs .
                                    '
at ca.' 150C, then fixed with acetic alcohol (1 : 3). They were
stainea with lg acetocarrnine solution and squashed for micro-
                                                       '
                                  -scopic'observation.
-37--
                  Results and Discussion
     Table 71shows the chromosomal ,eonstitution ef tobacco
                       'plants regenerated by the 'thrlee' combination$ of KXN, CFM or ZIVN.
since almost all the regenerates.from calluses, irrespective
of the kinds of. growth regu!ators in the medium, did showt
more or less, chromosomal chitnerism, each regenerate 'that
manifested'variable chromosome number of a limited range is
regarded as t'nearly stable" and is classified as foliows:
              2n level 2n=4x=48 + 12 (36-60)
nearly stable 3n level 2n=6.x=72 Å} 12 (60-84),
              4n level 2n=8.x=9.6 + 12 {84-108)
chimeric .the regenerate that contained cellS ofi other
              chrornosome n.umber which exceed each rapge
g.g., a regenerate which had celis oÅí 36, 48, 60 chromosornes
is classified into 2n level, however, a regenerate which had
the cells of 48, 65, 75 chromosomes is Åëlassified into chimeric.
     Percentage of ehirneric regenerates wqs ,highest in the'
medium of single addition of KXN. rAA exerted some influences
on reducipg chimeric Plants. Out of "nearly stabilized"
plants, 3n level (2n=60-84) regenerates appeared mest freguent-
ly. Sacrista'n and Melchers (l969) reported #he aneuploid
        `
                   '
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chromosome constitution oE tobacco. reg'ener'ates (morpholggieally
abnormal and sterile) firorn a n'umbeF of lopg-established aneu-
ploid tobacco calluses. Countable 'm'toses revealed that the
majority of somatic chromosorne nurnbe'r rapged wlthin 60 to 80.
The present results are partially in accord with their results.
The plant$ regenerated in the medium containipg' O.1 Tng/1 of
CFM and 2 lngll of K!N sometimes eXhi-bited abnormal character-
istics, g..s.t fused leaf {in their youpg stqge oE development},
dwarfismt compact inflorescence' 'e'tc. IU)normal •coMpact inflor-
escences were' sometimes observed in the rnedium containipg KrN
alone or a combinatÅ}on of KIN and :•AA. However, fused leaf
           -
or syncotyl character was observed only when CFM, was present.
in the medium. Zn fact, presoaked seeds Qf !!.` t'abacum, l!r
sylvest'r'is andL N. t'ome'n't'osiformis were treated with 1.0 pag/1
                  'of CFM solution for 72 hrs. Several fiorked leaf seedlipgs
were obtained i.n` N.. tsyives'tris (Fig. 8)" Cytolpgical analysis
oE PMCs of CFM-treated N. sylvest'ris plants reveaZed that
many of them were partiallly a$ynaptic (Flg. 9)- As to this,t
Haccius (1969) reported a marked effect of CFDa on the appear-
                                                  -ance of syncotyal seedlings inJ Er'anthis hierna'lis. [Vhe present
results showed that CFM exerted a similar efEect on tobacco
regenerates, when CFM was appl.ied to' the aultured tissues.
as well as to the presoaked seeds.
-4Q-
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Fig. 9.• Chromosome configuration in metap. hase r in PMCs
in a CFM-treated !S[. sylvestris plants: (a) a PMC
forming 12 bivalent chrornosomes and (b) a PMC






     In Ehe first selfed .gener,ation pf, ,chimeric as well as
                                                    .-
"nearly stabilized" plantsi a'lmost all of the!n stabilized
at' the normal .Åq.2nb4.8) , polyploid Jor aneuploid chrtomoSotne
nufuber. ' Of three' types' of stabil'fizati'oni eUdiploidy and
polyploidy were moSt cornmon in nearly stabie plants. :n ehe
case of chitmeric plants, the majority of thetft stabiZized at
the aneuploid chrornosorne 'number'. Most of them showed chro--
mosome nuruber within a rapge of 60 to 80.
However, in othe'r, experimerit, a plant =ggenera-ted by a combi-
nation of 1 Tng/1 of CFM and 2 ;tg/l of KrN exhibited chrorno-
somal chÅ}rnerisrn, not only in mitosis, but in rneiosis, thropgh
                          .three selfed.' generations. This m' ay be a rare case in the
regenerates from cu!tured tissues. De` tails of the line4ge
'(deslgngted No. 2) of eytologically unstable chimeric strain
through three generations are reported in later chapters.
Th'e results clearly showed that the regenerated tobacco
plants exhibited a variation in chromosome number, irrespec-
tive of the kinds or combinations of. growth regulators used
for regeneration.-
                          Sumary
     Chromosomal constitution of tobacco plants ,regenerated
                                                       .by an application of three dif,ferent. growth regulators -n
                             -43--
       '
                                                   :
appropriate combinations or in sipgle application (K:N
2.0 rpgll, KrN. 2.0 rpg/l +'IAA O.l pagll and KIN 2.0 rpgll +
cFM O.1 Ing/l) in the'basal RM-1•964 .medÅ}um was,cyto!pgically
studied. Mhe obser'vations of root-tip meristematic cells
revealed .that,almost all the rpgerierates, irrespective oi
the kinds or cotubinations of. growth tre. gulators.applied, were,
rnore or less, chirneric. All the tegenerates were further
elassified, according to the 'degree oE. chirnerism, ofi at least
five ceZZs, into the followipg Eour.'groups; 2n.Ievel, 3n
level, 4n level and truly chirner:ic or. euchimeric..After
selfing of the orSginal regnerates, almost all the plants




Chapter. 5. KARYQZOGZCIM) ANLYS.IS QF OR!G!NAL REGENERATES AND
           [VHErR OFFSPRINGS.
                       !ntroduction
     Cytolpgical observations by a nurnber of investigators
have revealed that chromosome nurnber of caZlus cells in
several var.ieties of Nicostiana tabacum varies considerably.
                                                           '.The results, however, are classified into two different types;
one type has made emphasis on the appearance of the aneuploid
                                . /tcells (Fox l963, Shimada and Tabata l967), whereas the other
        ':ype. has pOinted out that the fuajerity bf':calabS.i-cells is,
polyploids rapgipg from 2n to 8n (Cooper g!tL g,IL. I964, Murashige
                                  'and Nakano 1967).
                                    '
     The variation of somatic chromosome number in tobacco
    '
           .regenerates has also beeen reported by Sacristan and Me!chers
(1969), Pgura (1975a, 1976) and Niizeki and Kita (1975).
                         .Tabata s}:t!g '
-tl. (1968) and Z4gorska ;tt Ll. (!974) have,reported
their results on cytolpgical analyses of PMCs at the #irst
                                          '
   'meiotic rnetaphse in the original rggenerates. •No imforrnations
are yet availabler however, on the chromosomal behavior of
                                               'the offpsripg of the )regenerated plants. Data are her'e presented
On the variation of chromosorne nL u-mb' erlin root-tip rneristernatic
Cells and' several other characteristics of original rggenerates
                           -45-
and their self'ed pffspripg.
               Materials and Methods
caZ'ius' 'ih-du'c'tio'nJ' and 'shoovredsi"fier'e'n't'iaiti'on
     Fcr the initiation. and maintenance of tobacco '(!E[.' t'a-ba'c':
'
cv. Wisconsin No. 38) callus , an RM-!964 basal rnedium (Linsmaier
and Skopg 1965) ,added with O. 2 Tng/1 ofi kinetin (KIN) and 3.0 pagll
     t-of indole-3-acetic acid C:AA) was used (Skopg and Miller 1957}.
                                                              'Pieces of the,sgock calluses ÅqsLt. 500 pag each) after three .or
                                                       'four subculture passages were inoculated in test-tubes con-
tainipg 10-15rtbl of R]yt-l964 basal medium supplemented with
three. groups of growth regulators (auxin, cytokinin and morph-
  'tictin) in appropriate combinations and concentratipns to
induce shoots, as described later. The pH of the rnediurn was
adjusted •to 5.8 Å} O.l before autoclaving. The shoot regenera-
tion experiment was carried out in the dark at 25 Å} IOC
thropghout, unless otherwise stated. Regenerated shoots were
 then transfierred to the basal medium containing 3.0 rngll o#
 :AA and O.P2 rpgll of KIN to form roots (Skopg and Mill'er l957)
       '
 and placed under light. Some of the developipg plantle'tis were
 transferted to pots filled with' a mixtuFe gf ster-ilized ,
                           --46-
vermiculite and soil to. grow in the, greenhouse.
Regenerated tobLac"Co ' Plan'ts
     The regenerated plantlets we] e designated according to
the kinds oE growth regulators added to the basal rnedium frorn
which they were induced: Nos. 1-6 and 10 represent the plants
rpgenerated by a combination of 1.0 rpgll of a morphactin,
methyl-2-chloro-•9-hydroxyf!uorene-(9)-carboxylatef chlorflu-
renol-methylester (a,bbreviated as CFM) and 2.0 rpg!l of KrN
(Pgura 1975b, c). XKI shows a plant regenerated by a combina-
tion of O.03 rpgll of rAA and 2.0 gigl: of KIN (Skopg and Miller
1957). Kl and K2 show those rpgenerated by addition of 2.0 lng/l
KIN alone. Sl and S2 mean the first and second selfed off-.
spripg of or;ginal regenerates, respectively. To investigate
the chrornosorne constitution of the offspripg of the original
regenerates, only Nos. I and 2 were used, their ped;gree beipg
shewn in Fig. Ip.!
Cytology +
     Root-tips of the redifferentiated plantlets and their
offspring were pretreated with chilled water (O-20C) for 24
hrs, and Eixed with a mixture of ethanol and. glaciaZ acetic
acid (3. : 1), or in some cases, with saturated (O.O02M) 8-
hydroxyquinoline solution for 2-2.5 hrs at 150C, then fixed,.'
inhey were stained with lg acetocarmine solution and $quashed
                                                         -
                                                            `
     '
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Fig. 10. Pedigree 'of original regenerates and their offspring.
-4•8-
 Eor rnicroscopic observation. The .chr'oTnosome number was dei ex-
 mined by sketchipg and photomicrographipg all chromosomes.
 To observe anaphase cellst intact root-tips were directly.
 fixed witih acetic alcohol solution (3' : 1). For microsporo-
 cyte observeltion, t.he method described by Matsubayashi (1963)
            'L was 'used-
 Characters obS'e'r'.Ved
      Sevetal agrenomic characters of rggenerated tobacco
 Plants' and their offsPripg were dbserved; tihose include plant
 height, pollen and seed fertiXities, number gf days required
 for floweripg. Ieaf color, leaf form, flower form and cyto-
 logical features of meiosis. Plant he;ght was rneasured when
 the flower buds became visible. Nurpbe.r of days required for
                                                     ttt
 flowering shows the period between transpXantipg .firorn tlssue
 culture media to Pots and floweripg of the plahts in or;ginal
 regeneFates, and that between the. germination and flowering
 in the selfed oifspring, respectively.
-49-
                         Results
variation of chromosome nulfibei in originai r6gefierhtes
     Distributio,n oE chromosome number in the root-tip meristern-
atic ceils.of original regenerates is shown in Table 8. [Vhe
data indicate that each rqgenerate shows a wide range of varia-
tion of its chromosome number, irrespective of the kinds or
cornbinations of. growth regulators supplemented for shoot rege-
nerqtion. This sltggests that regenerated tobacco plants are
           :of cytolpgically chimeric or mixoploid .nature, at least in
the regions oi the root-tip meristems.
     Mable 9 shows several characteristics ef the or;ginal
regenerates and their offspripg. Out ef all the original
regenerates, only No. 1 apppared to be almost norrnal in most
characteristics $o far studied, althopgh it showed a variation
in its somatic chromosome number in the root-tip cells. The
plant No. 1 exhibited a comparatively high pQllen fertility,
(Fig. 11k) and mostly 24 bivalent chroTaosomes in the Eirst
diakinesis or metapha$e of meiosis (Fig. Xlf). The seed Åíertiiity
Of this plant was high, producipg well-developed capsules contain-
.Zng nurnergus good seeds. :n contrast, Nos. 2 to 6 and 10, IÅq1,
K2 and :Kl were sherter in helght and had lower pollen fertili-
ties than No. 1 and controls (seed-prop4gated norrnal plants
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 (a-d) Metaphse plates of root-tip
 regenerated plants: (a) An
 (s2g• x 1400), (b) 78 chromosomes
 somes (sLt. x2300), (d) approximately
 (e) 4 metaphse plate of a root-ttp
 showing normal 48 chromosomes
 figuration of a PMC of the
chromosomes. (ca. x2000).
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       cells originated from the
aneuploid cell with 76 chromosomes
      (ÅíLt. x 22QO), (c) 13 chromo-
         98 chromosomes (sLt. xlSOO)
       cell from the No. 1 lineage,
   (s;.• x800), (f) Dtakinesis eon-
No. 1 lineage, showing 24 bivalent
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(g, h) Metaphase configuration of PMCs in the No. 2 lineage,
depieting some multi- or univalent chromosomes (g, ca. xlSOO;
h, ÅíLt. x1800), (i) Meiotic anaphase of the No. 2 lineage, show-
ing some anomalies (sLt. x1400), (j) Anaphase bridges observed
in mitosis in the No. 2 lineage (Åí:t. x1400), (k) photomicrographs
of pollen grains of the No. 1 lineage (sLt. x240) and (1) of the
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                                  .not thropgh culturipg (F;g. 111). Almost all ofi them mani-
fested sorne univalent chrornosomes in the f;rst rnetaphase oÅí
meiosis CEIg. IIg, h) and their seed fertilities were low.
Inorder to investigate whether or not the variation oE chromo-
some nurnber in the root-tip 'cells becorne stable and if so,
in what filial generation it does, the regenerated plants ny
deslgnated Nos. 1 and 2 were selfed. and the chromesome con-
stitutions of these offspripgs were cytolpgica!!y analyzed.
Some examples of aneuploid root-tip cells are seen in Fig.
1!a-d'. '
ChromosoMe' c'ons'tituifion in 'the' first' e'nerat"ion
                                               .
                                                      1-Pooled data oE the variation in chrornosome number -n the
root-tip calls of the first Selfed offsPripgs ofi Nos. 1 and 2
are presented in Fig, ' 12. !n the first selfed oftspring (Sl's)
of No. 1, 50 out of l41 cells were eudiploid (2n=48), whereas
in the Sl's ofi No.'
 2, Z9 out of 97 were eudiploid. The aver-
age chromosome nurnber of five Sl plants of No. i was 43.'O ' } l.O
and that of two sl's of No.' 2 was 63.7 + IL9. The Sl"s of
No. 1 showed a tendency that the majority bf cells had
normal or hipodipZoid chromosome nuraberst in contrast with
Sl's of No. 2, in'
 which the rnajority of the ceZls had hy.po-
diploid numbers. Figi.1!e shows a cell with normal 48. chr'omo-
SOmes fr'om'a regenerated plants. Most char' acteristics of the
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            Chromosome number
 Pooled datel of the variation in chromosome
                 '
 the root-tip ceZZs of tihe first, sblfed
 '(a)'• Sl's of No. 1 and (b) Sl's of No. 2.
 numbers bf ceus obsertied in sl's 6f Nos.
           '
 werel l41 and 97 cells', re$Pectively.







    nurnber in
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offpsring:
   motaX
   1 and'i2'
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sl's oE No. 1 were almost norrnal except fior chremosome nUinber
(Table 9). In contrast,' in the Sl's of No. 2, three oE five
plan•ts withered at youpg stoge oÅí development. Remainipg
two plqnts reached maturity and initiated floweripg. However,
a piant des'ignated No. 2Sl-4 was completely maie-sterile and
set no seeds (rf. Fig. 15). Another plant of No. 2CSI-1) pro-
duced Some fertile pollen. grains and it$ selfed capsules set`
some seeds. !n. general, the offspripg of No. 2 was extremely
unstable, and segregation of characters was freguently observed.
Chrornosorne 'cons'tiVutix'on' 'in the s'econd generation
       't
                '
      Zn the second selfed generation (S2) of No. I, countable
metaphase pXates of root-tip mitosis re yealed that alrnost all
 the cells had the normal chromosome nUrnber, as shown in TabZe
 IO. All the characteristics were almost normal as compared
 with those of the controls. In contrast, in S2's of No. 2,
 the chromosofue number of all the oEfspring was still variable
 (Table 10). The data in this table indicate that the normal
 chromosome number (2n=48) is net the one rnost freguently found,
 and there is no Åëlear modal chromosome number. Examples'of
 aneuploid cells of the No. 2 line4ge are shown in ptg. 11a-d.
 A plant` No. 2S2-5 ,withered.ati.ybupg stpget and olher char,acters
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of S2's oE No.. 2 underwent a segregation. Their root-tip
                          ny
cei!s showed some anornalies in anaphaset such as bridges
{ptg. IZj). Several lines of data.presented indicate
that there are some genetic andlor physioipgical factorCs)
involved in abnorrnal cell division in the optginal regene-
rates and the offspri;ig in the line4ge of No. 2.,
      -
                                 --Other characteristiCs of the 'ori'g'inal regenerates and their
offspt'ing
     As presented in Table 9, several characteristics, such
as pollen and seed fertilities, and ieaf color .and forrn segre-
gated in every.generation of the No. 2 lineage. An exaraple L'
oi round ieaf is shOwn in Fig. 13a. Furthermore, or;ginal
No. 2 had la;ger pistils anq ovaries as compared with the
controls or No. 1 (Figs. 13b and l4) and these traits were
transmitted to the offspripg, .aNthopgh this eharacteristics
sometirnes occurred in tobacco plants regenetated by a simple
addition of KIN. A segrggation of dwarf or. growth-retarded .
plants wa$ observed in the offpsring of No. 2 (F;g. 15a). Also,
an abnormal compact inflorescence s4ape (F;g. 1,5b) sornetzmes
oceurred in the prpgeny plants of No. 2, especially in the dwarf
plants. Zn. contrast, in tbe lineage of No. 1, few abno'rrnal char-
aeters as occurred in the No. 2 linepge were observed.. iHowever,
the Fls derived from the crosse$ between No. 1 x W-38 showed a,
                           .60.
Fig.
(a)
                        (b)
l3. (a) Typcial leaf form of regenerated and normal tobacco
    plants. Left to right; No. I , No• 2, Burk's Fs (Fs
   progeny of synthesized amphiploid between N. sylvestris
   and b!. tomentosiformis, originally produced by Dr. L. G.
   Burk) and norrnal Wisconsin No. 38 tobacco. (b) Typical
   floral morphology of regenerated and normal plants.
   The arrangement of flowers is in the same order as
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             Åqa)
l5. Young and mature
     offpsring in the
     right; No. 2Sl-1
     tional subnormal
     dwarf, abnormal
                   (bÅr i
 tobacco plants o`f the first selfed
 No. 2 lineage. (a) Left; No. 2Sl-4,
. (b) Left; No. 2Sl-l, tall, excep-
 inflorescence: right; No. 2Sl-4r
infiorescence resulted in no seed-set.
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little variation o# chromosome nurubers, despite all .tlie three
ks oE ,po,rmal Wisc,onsin No. ,38 x No. ! excXusively. gave norrnal
chrompsome number Åq2n=4.8), as presented in Table 9. Consider-
ing such difference as observed in reciprocaZ crosses and a
fact that Sl's of No. I had some mixoploiq nurnbers, the cyto-
plasmic effects on the stability of chromosome numbers rna\
be taken into account.
                         Discussion
     There have been nurnerous reports on the chroMosomal
chirnerism in higher plants (Hollingshead 'l932, Love Z938,
vaarama:
 1949, Watanabe 1962). Limiting to the studies gn
the genus' Nicotiana, a great number of investigations have
been made on cytological chimeras in cultured 'tissuesi (Fok
1963r Cooper' et' al. 1964, Shimada and Tabata 1967, Murashige
        "and Nakano 1967) and'in the regenerated plants (Sacristan•
and Melchers l969, Ogura 1975a, 1976, Niizeki and Kita'1975),
as well as in intact plants or hybrids ('Moav 1957t Y4ng 1964,
1965, Gerstel and Burns 1966). However, only a few literature
dealipg With the progeny plants of regenerates derivedt from
t•issue cultures ' have been elaborat'
     Sactistan and Melchers (l969) reported the `aneuplo'id
chromosoTne constitution of regenerated tobaccp plahts
-64.
e   in the first anaphase, aberrations like chramosome bridges
   were detected in some of the cells examined. Moreovert in
   the mitotic' anaphase .of No. 2 and its'offsprJng, chrornosome
   bridges were frequently observed (Fig. ni) .l, such anomaliesi
   in the• meiosi-s and' mitosis will lead to an unequal distribu-
   tions oE chromosomes and to the formation of qualitatively
   different.cells. As presented in Table 8, pollen and seed
                                              -
   fertilities of No. 2 lineqge were far lower than those of No.i
   1•ineage ana the' controls. In addition, the author observed
   perishzng of some•offspring of No. 2 at their early stage of
   vegetative groWth. All -the survived progenies of'No. 2' showed
   the variation in chromosome number and a continuous segrega-
   tion Of morphological characters in every generation so far
   studied. Mhese observations indicte that the lineage of No. 2
' is much moFe unstable both cytologically and physiological!y,
   comparing to the iineage of No. 1 ih which the variation in
   chreniosorne number•stabilized to be norrnal after two eycles of
   seliing and the rnorphology'was nearly no.nmal.
        Judging from the results that abno]maZ cell divisiQns
   were frequently observed in both meiosis and mitosis of the
   No• 2 lineage, whereas only a little cytological irregularities
   Were observed in those of, the No. I lineage,• there rntiy exist
   SOMe gene(S) which disturbs both types of cell-divisi'on.
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(morpholpgically abnorrnal and sterile) from a number, of lopg-
established aneuploid tobacco callusest. CounY. able mitoses,
revealed that the majority of somatic chrolqqso' rne number was
                                              .within a rapge of 60 to 80. Workipg with haploid N. ifaba'cum
    -and N• gltiptgS}glg,h plants.obtained by anther culture, collins
gt!i A,!L. (.1972) reported t.hat 14 out of 63.\egenerates in,.
N. tabacum cv. White Bur.ley and Eive out of 64, in` N.' EOVophora
showed mixoploid constitution of sOmatic ÅëhrQmosornes. Z4gorska
et Ll. (l974) observed a wide rapge of cbrorposorne number varia-
tion in meiosis ofi rggenerated plants oÅí l!. tabacum cv. Trape-
zondt,spggestipg that the variation was c.a. used by a hlgh degree
of aneuploidy ip ,the nondifferentiated.Viss,ues and by.the
dampges.,.in the op.romosome apparatus of,the cells.which produced
the regenerates•
     The presen,t results shqwed that the rggenerated to,bacco
    'plants exhibited a variation in chromosome number, irrespective
p-f the kinds or combinations of growth regulator used for
regeneration. In the plants CNos. I. anq 2),regenerated by a
combination of a morphactin and a cytokinin, the variation
of chromosome number was inherited successively. at :ea$t for
,three. generations. The second se!fed offs.pripg of Nor l,had
Stabilized ,the chrQmosomal constitution to .the norrnal .level,
whereas t4at of No. 2 still exhibited the cytolggica! .chimeras.
                                                              .
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The data presented in Table 8 imply that cytolpgical varia-
tions paralelled with other morphological and/or physiolPgi--
cal characteristics to a considerable extent. The studies
6f the No. 1 and No. 2 lineage indicated that their differe'nce
    'may be genetical. As shown in Table 8, a little difference
                                                      'was observed between the FeciProcal FIS oE No. 1 and normal
plants on their cytolpgical stability. This sTiggests that•
some cytoplasmic effects may also be involved in the chromo-
somal variations. In.general, the present resulics show a
situation of a considerable mixoploidy of orlgianl regenerates
                                                         'and their offspring in N. tabacurn cv. Wisconsin No. 38. The
                .-
high Variability ofi the chromoseme nurTtber of both rpgenerate$
and theri offspring seem to be attributable to .Åqa} the chromo-
soma! or genetic alternations induced by tÅ}ssue culture, (b)
                           'the genetic alternabions induced by growth regulators (CFM
and KIN) used for regeneration or Cc) the phylogenetical
        '
characteristics of N. tabacum. It is interestipg that the
lineage of No. 2 still shows the variation in chrornoSome
            'number as well as Åëontinuous!siegregation of several character-
                             'istics even after two selfipg aycles. In fact, in the micro-
                                                    .
                                    'sporocytes of No. 2 and its oifspringt disturbances of the
first: rnetaphase configuration such as as appearance oE mi's-
Paring of .ehromosorries were freq'ueritly observed in Prv!Cs. Also
-67-
Arnopg various studies on chromesomal ,chirneriSm in intact
hSgher. plants (mainly hybrids), sever'al studÅ}es suggested
the existence of a, gene controllipg spindle abnonnalities
which lgad to abnormal cell division in Ribes nigrum (Vaarama
1949), in a variety of common wheat (Watanabe 1962) and in
diploid hybrids of Sola'n}uB tuberosuTn (Mok and PeZoquin 1975a).
Zn the case oi colchicine-treated' Ribes plants, Vaarama (1949}
ascibed "chromosomal Mosaics" to the altered genic control
induced by a permanent effeet of eolchicine. Watanabe {1962År
assumed a. gene inducipg spindle abnorrnalities, although he
added that a detailed study on the processes in early stages
before diakinesis is required to determine the existence of
a gene.with certainty. Mok and Peloquin Cl975a, b) reperted
three mechanisms (spindle abnormalities and two types of pre-
mature eytokinesis) of 2n pollen (dipXandroid forrnation in
diploid potatoes, and based on the results of test crosses
and allelism tests, the three mechanisms of diplandroid forrna-
tion are controlled by sirnple recessive.genes induced by rputa-
                                                      .tion. For the present assumption of the gene{s) involved in
abnormal mitotic and rneiotic cell division leading to cyto-
logical chimeras, it is acequired to perL=orm reciprocal crosses
between the plants of the No. 2 lineage and norrnal (intact)
plant$ as weel as test erosses of the Fl hybrid$ with `each of
.their parents, whiCh 'is dealt with in Chapter 6. More extensive
i- 58-
studY is also required, fOr te'stipg .the ef,fectS oE morphaetins
and cytokinins on induction of chrornosomal chimeras of regene--
rated Plants.
                       Sumrnary
     A cytolpgical analysis was made with root-tip meristerna.
tic cells of regen' erated plants and their offspripg originated
from tissue 'cultures oE Nico'ti'ana 'tabacum cv. Wisconsi'n No.'38.
Each original regenerate show6d a wide range ef variation ofi
chromosome number, irrespective of cornbinations or concentra-
tions of growth regulators used for regeneration. Mwo rege-
nerates designated Nos. I and 2 were used for the analysis of
further generations. Xn the first selfed generations (Sl),
all the progenies of both Nos'
. I and 2 exhibited variable
chFomosome numbers. Five plants derived frorn No. 1 had 43.0
Å} 1.0 chromosomes on the aver4ge, while two plants from NoL 2,
63.7 + 1.9. The majority of Sl plants of No. I showed norrnal
Or hypodiploid chromosorne nurnbers,, whereas hyperdiploid nurn-
bers were common in Sl p!ants of No. 2. Zn the second selfed
generation (S2), the chrornosorne number oi al! the progenies
Of No. 1 stabilized to 48, whe'reas all the S2 plants of No. 2
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exhiPited still h;ghly variable chromosome numbers. Moreover,
all the plants belongipg to the No. I lineage "vere a!most norinal
physiolpgicalXy (pollen and seed fertilities, plant helght,
leaf color, leaf forin, infig.rescence shape etc.År. rn the No. 2
line4ge, in contrast, these charaeteristics segregated freguenV-
ly, and most of the plants exhibited some anomtilies. Observa-
tions oi ' rnitotic anaphase revealed that there ' exis' t considerable
irregularities such as anaPhase bridges. These results indicate
tha' t the linb4ge of No. 2 pbssesses some.genetical factor($)
!eading to the cytological instability. From the reeiprocal
crosses between No. 1 and normal plants, existence of a cyte--
plasmic effect on the cytological stabi!ization was also pre-
surned. '
r7OT
chapter 6, .GENETZC CON[DROL OF CHROMOSOrm CHIDtERXSbCi FOUND
            IN A REGENE]RATE FROM TOBACCO CAZLUS -
                        '
                       Introduction
     There have been numerous reports on chromosomal chirnerism
in higber.plants (Hollingshead 1932, Love l938, Vaarama Z949,
Watanabe 1962, Fukumoto 1962, Omara l976 and others). Limit-
ing citations to studies- on the. genus Nicotiana, a number of
investigations have been made on cytological chirneras in cultured
tissues (Fox 1963, Cooper eltL g,IL. I964, Niizeki 1974, Novak
and Vyskot 1975 and oghersÅr, and in regenerated plants
(Sacrifi.tan and Melchers l969, Collins f21tL g,IL. 1972, NÅ}izeki
and Kita 1975, Ogura 1975a, l976), as well as in Å}ntact plants
or hybrids (Kostoff l930, Yang 1965, Gerstel and Burns i966
and others,). Ogu.r.a (1976) reported that a plant regenerated by
a combination o,f a morphaetin,.chlorflurenol (CFM) and kinetin
(KIN) exhibited variation in its chromosome' number, even in the
second .selfed generation. Since the chromosomal chimerism was
transmitted ,te progeny plants; the chimerism was considered.to
be genetic. .Segregation dat'a on chmeric plants in the F2 and
Bl generations in crosses between a chimeric plan Y and a normal
One are presented here, and the rnode of inheritance of. .the
chimeric character is Åëonsidered. In addition, twO fioliar
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                 ,characters,' il.e., the bilateral asymetry in a .leaf CSakai
and, Shimarnoto l965) and intraplant variability of leaf form,
                    .
          'were measured in those. generations. .
                  Materials apd Meth6ds
Crossing experiment
     To'investigate the mode of inhe'ritance of the chimerism,
a progeny plant of No. 2'
 (No. 2S2--4) was reciprocally
cros$ed with a normal plant (W-38). These Fls were selfed .
or backcrossed with each of their parents. The procedureS
used are dipgrammatieally presented in Fig. 16.l,
Cytblogy
     Root-tips of the plantlets were pretreated with chilled
                                                       'water (O-2eC), for 24 hrs, and fixed with acetic alcohol
(3 : 1)'t or in some cases, treated with saturated 8--hydroxy-
quinoline solution (O.O02M) for 2.5 hrs at gLt. I50C prior
to fixation. They were stained with l2 4qetocarmine solution
and squashed for rnicroscopic observation. The chromosome
number•waS determined by sketchipg and photomicrographing
all chromo$omes. To determine whethet a plant was chimentc,
the ch2tomosome number of at least five metaphase plates was
                                              -
                                                     'earefully counted for each plant. For rnicrosporocy.te'
observationi the rnethod described by Matsubayashi (1963) -
-72-
was used.
Leaf chatacter measurementS ,
     As illustrated in Fig. I7,l all leaves at youpg develop-
mental stagd of plant in the field, were'meastired for their
entire igidth (W),'width of the left (L) and tight (R) ha!ves
                                         ,6f the blades, and vertieal length of the b]ades. On the
                                               'basl's of these measurements, ieai instabiiity was expressed
in two ways: (1) asymrnetry index (A), or absolute difference
between the widths oE tw6 halves ofi a leaf divided by the
                                             ..t  t tt /iLtthaxirnal width of the leaf, and (•2) the foliar ratio (FR),
   tt           'or ihe ratio of vertical length to the maximal width of the
                                              '
            'leaf. Thby are forrnulated as follows:
                    A t= IL •- Rl 1w
                   FR = Vl, IW
                                           /t
                       '
                      Results
Seed;set and germin'ation
                                    '
                     '
    r
     tehe capsules of No. 2 and its offspripg,usually varied
                                              tmore in siie and were smallex than those of normal plant.(W-38).
                                               .pThe capsules of (IV-38 x No. 2S2)Fl were generally bSgger than
the teCiprocafs. Examples of capsule$ of W-38, selfe'd progenies
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oi No. 2 in the secondr generation (No.' 2S2), their Fls
and Bls are shown in Fig. 't?B.! rn the Bl. generation, the
capsules of the Bls backcrossed with W-38 were bigger than
those backcrossed with No. 2S2. The degree of seed:set
of the capsules c!osely paraUeled with the size of the .
capsules. Araong" the' four BÅ} combinations, the degree of
seed-set was of the Eollowing order (frora high seed-set):
(W-38 x No. 2S2)Fl x W-38, (No. 2S2 x W-38)Fl x W-38, (W--38
x No. 2S2)Fl x No. 2S2 and (No. 2S2 x W-38)Fl x No. 2S2.
             ttThe germination' , rate oi the latter two qombinations was
also very low, while that of #he former two cornbinations
was not so low. Xn addition, selfed prpgenies of No. 2
frequently produced capsules of variab!e shape. This s!iggests
that the line4ge of No. 2 possesses some genetic abnorrnalities
involved in capsule size and seed germination.
                             'Segregati'on of chimeric individsals in the F and B enerations
     A progeny plant of No. 2, No. 2S2-4 was recÅ}procally
crossed with W-38. Ten Fl plants were cytolpgically analyzed
in each Fl combination. Except for one plant from a cross
of W-38 x No. 2S2, all the Fls were chimeric. The fact, that
No• 2Sl, No. 2S2 and the Fls frorn crosse$ with W-38 were
chimerie seems to indicate that the chifuerism is transmissible
or genetic. Thus, to investigate -the 'mode of inheritanee of
                        •-74-
Fig.
                          -
No.2 nyNo.2 Cu ttings •1
No. 2 Sl 's (No. 2i)
No.2S2's(No.2") ---'No.2S2-4 x N.W.'
                              1
             • (8)No.2X Fi X.N.W.(;)
                         /IX
                        BI F2 Bl
                               '
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Photomicrographs showing
of No. 2: (a) Anaphase
(b) Bridges and laggards
(c) Bridge-like joinings
(d) An example of pollen
structures in the tetrad
formation in the tetrad
with 78 chromosornes (ca.








 anomalies of the rooted cuttings
bridges observed in mitosis (ca. x800),
 in anaphase 1 of rneiosis (ca. xllOO),
 in the pollen dyad stage (ca. xllOO),
 grains (.gLt. x180), (e) Bridge-like
 stage (.gLa. x800), (f) Polyad (pentad)
stage (sLt. x800), (g) An aneuploid cell
 x1200) and (h) Chromosomal chimerism
 a rooted cutting of No. 2 (ca. x2SO).
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Fig. 20. Photomicrogrphas of the normal tobacco plants: (a, c) Metaphase
plates of root-tip cells, exhibiting normal 48 chromosomes
(a, -gLt• x 700; b, sLt. x850), (b) Diakinesis configuration of a
PMC, showing 24 bivalent chromosomes (sLt. x1200) and (d) An











the chimerism, Fls were further selfed and backcrossed with'
each of their parents. SegregatiQn data for the chromosprnal
chimerism in the Bl and F2. generationsLiare presented in !Vable
'u.l The rnode'oE segregation of F2s and ÅqNo. 2S2 x VV-38)Fl
x W-38 is fitted ,for a 3 : l and a 1 : l-segregationt res-
pectively. However, thqt of (W--38 x No. 2S2)Fl x W-38 is
not fitted for a" 1 : 1 segrgation ratio. Suppgsipg that
a single (dominant) genet Ch controls the chirneric character,
                          ---
al! the Bl plants backcrossed with No. 2S2 should be chimeric,
                'although actually some chromosomally stable segregants were
         ifound in the two Bl combinations. The cause of an appearance
of stable segregants in these corubinations is discussed later;
     The data in Table !liimply that the present chirnerism
is controlled by a single Mendelian gene (and some modifiexsÅr
induced by mutation in.tissue culture processes,-in wh4ch
plant growth regulators are invplved. Even, supposipg that
a single dominant. gene is concerned -gith the chromosomal
chimerism and that it is located in a certain Ch-bearing '
chromosome (conseguently non-chimeric cells) are produced.
:f the mode of •inheritance is a rnulti- or polygene systeip,
we cannot explain the dorninant expression of the chimeric
 chaxacter in the Fl$ as well as the comparatively clear
 Segregation in the Bl and F2. gener'a'tions. Itnother interpxetatien
                                  L
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is that the chimerism is caused by mixed events in ' the stem-
cell line which may undergo normal cell division and in the
mutation--induced altered cell line involved in abnormal cell
divÅ}sion, especially as related to spind!e anomalies. The
ordinary procedures of cytpgenetics may not be spfficient, to
deterrnine which of the above assumptions is valid for the
present chirderism. ;
!!9S!Et-EE!!9Egh t fth F andB atons
     .Fig. 21-shows three leaves 'of tobacco plants, one irom
norrnal W:38 and the others from rooted seedlipgs oE No.' 2.
                               tZt may be noticed in these photpgraphs that the two lines
differ. from each ether with respect to their leaf morpbolpgy.
Table l2 shows the asymetry index and foliar ratio in a
leafi of 'tobacco. The data of th.e line No. 2 were obtaÅ}ned
frorn s- even rooted ,plantlets frorn the original No. 2. The
largest asymmetry index and the'sraaZlest foliar ratio was
'
detected in the No. 2 line arnopg e;ght lines tested CFIg. 22)`
This indicates that the leaves of No. 2 are most asyrmetrical
and round. A statistical analysis revealed that the difference:
Of leaf asymmetry between the lines was sSgnificant, howeSver,
that of foliar ratio was not (Table 13). In the lines',
 (No. 2S2 x W-38)F2, (W-38 x No. 2S2)Fl x W-38 and (No. 2S2
X W-38)Fl•x No. 2S2, all the plants were gytolpg,ically checked,
                            -82-
Table l2. Instability values of
lines. (Data indicate
leaves in each line).
foliar characters





Lxne Asymetry ,index (xlOO)
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* Significant at the
Table l4. 1tnalysis
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'Fig. 21. Leaves of norrnal (left) and the No. 2
(middle and right). Note the marked
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Fig. 23. Tobacco plants showing
left, an individual of
an individual of (No.
 "chimerism"



























Fig. 24. Several leaf-types in
(see text): (a) round,














 as tO cbromes'btaal chimerism. rn these thtee' lines, the'
 foliar indices were measured for each plant except "ehimeric"
 plants or leaf fo.g.m and extrerde'ly. growth-retarded ones.
 Two examples of intiaplant Eoliar chimerisrn are shown in FSg•
 23.l Analysis oi variance on two foliar indices.betwgen 'chimeric
' and stable p' lants oÅí these lines revealed that bilateral asym-
 rnetry was significant, whereas foliar ratio was not (Table l4)-I •
 Mhat there was rio $ignifÅ}cant difference in foliar ratio both
 between the norrnal !ine and No. 2 and between chimeric and
 stable plants is explained by the observations that the piants
 having slender and round leaves were frequently segregated in
 the selEed offspripg ofi No. 2 or erossed progenies of• No. 2S2
 x w-38 (Fig.' 24)•1 The present results syggest that chromosomal
 chirnerism is 'correlated with biiateral leaf asymmetry•
      '
                                     '
                          Dxscusszon
                                      '
      Chromosomal chiTnerisrn is not a rare phenomenon in higher
 plants, mainly in' theSr hybrids. A nurnber of investigatOrs
 have reported the phenoMena in somatic tissues (Dunean 1945,
 Vaararaa 1949,- Hegwood and Hopgh Z958r Yapg 1965 and otherS)
 and in meipsis (Ho!lip.gshead l932t .Sachs 1952t Sarvella 1958,
 Omara !976 and .others). As to the chromos,gmal constitution
          -j
                                                               -
                                           '
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of cultu;ed, tiss,ues, th.ere,have been twot .dttferent ty,pes'
 of
resul.ts., One type emphasizes ,the appgarance. of apeuploid- ,
cells -(Straus ,.l9.54; de Torok 1'960., Norstpg .gLt g,IL. I969, .
yamane l975 and others). and the other• shQws the rnajority of
qallus cglls as eudiploid or po!yploid {Cooper gt; g,IL•. I964t
Torrey 19-67 Butqh.,er' sEV-t-1. I975- Kodam.a.. Ir9,75 and.others).
In terrns of the chromosomal constitution oE. the regenerated
plants from.calZus cultures, the results of cytolpgical observa-
tions are classified•,into the foUowing two types; the eudi-
                        -t-ploid or polyploid .constitution of oxSginal regenerates ÅqMitra
g!tL g,lk•, .1960; Blakely and Steward l964,,Venket.eswaraq qnd Spiess
1964, Singh et al. 1972, Novak and Vyskq.t, 1975 and others) and
the aneuploid consitution of the regenerates (Tabata gtL B.1;.
196,8, Niizeki and Grant l97!, Melchers,p. nd .Labib J.974, Sinith
g!t; BLI. 1976 and others) as well as the sorpatic chromosomal
ehimer•ism of the regenerates (mainJy in. the• ,Nicotiana and
Saccharum'species) (Sacristan and Melehers l969t Hein.z g!! g,IL-
1969, Hei-nz and Mee l971, Collins gtL g,IL. X972, Speckrnan and
Dijk,1972, Pgura 1975a, 1976, Liu and Chen 1.976.,and others).
The different results rnay be due t6 nature of the speeies used,
Culture conditions apd other known causes- In .rpany cases, the
SolanqÅëeous species (especiall y l!it!gg!i!gpgcotiana), seem to have a, .
tendency to becorne variable or unstable in their chr'omosomal
                           --9O•-
i     /tc6nstitution. As stated, a nurnber of cytoiogÅ}cai studses
have been carried out on the chromosomal constitution of tobacco
                                        '
       1:
                                            ---regeneratest sorne of wh'ich spgges't chromosomal chirner=sm -n
root-tip ce'11s, and variou$ types of theiotic irregularities
       '
      'in the regenerates (Zagorska gt Ll 1974, Ogura i975a). Pgura
(l976) reported on the chromosomal behavior of gPe offspring
of an original regenerates (designated No. 2). To the know-
ledge of the authorr there have been no reports on the rnode
                                                   'of inheritande of chromosomal chimerism. The present study
                                                   'is the' first to report the possible existence of a geneCs)
involved'
 in] chrgmosomal chimersim which indicates that the mode
of inheritance may occur in a simple Mendelian fashi gn in a
regenerate in N. tabac' um cv. Wisconsin No. 38.. The chimerism
              -
                                                '
                                                        'found in betti the mitosis and meiosis of a regenerate (No. •2)
                             'and its offpsring is supported by observations that (1) root
        -
                                             '
         ,cuttings 6f Ne.' 2 exhibited chimersim both ,in mitosis and
                                                           '
       tmeiosis, (2) the original No. 2 plant was "ChÅ}meric" ior leaf.
shapel; rnixing of round and subnormal leaves was found within
the individual, and this t.rait was transmitted to its offspripg
                                            tt
        'and segregatea in the Bl. generation when crossed with ,normal
Plants, and (3) almost all the Fls between No. 2 and a normaZ
plant were chimeric and in the F2.generation. segregation of
                                            'Chimerics vs. sttibles 'rea'sonably fitted a 3 : 1 ratio. In the
                                   '
                            '
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Bl combinations, however, that ofi(,W-38 x No. 2s2)Fl x W-38
is not f'itted for a l : 1 segrpgation ratiQ. supposipg that
a single•(,dominant) gene, 'Ch aontrols the 'chimeric charactert
all the Bl plants backcrosSed with No. 2S2 should be chimeric,
althopgh actually some chromosomally stqble segregants were
                                            'found in the two Bl combinations. Since uneaqua! separation
of chromosomes in the first and second -anaphase, probably due
to mispa•iring or other causes occurred in meiosis. whether or
not• the glh:-bearipg chromosome (iE a sipg'el gh is responsible
for the chim.erism) hqs entered a. given cell ip both micro-
and,megasporogenesis, there is the chanCe that sorne. garnetie
combinations whcich do not possess the Ch-bearing chromosorne
are produced.-On this assuption, sorne' stable plants are -
expectedl in the offspripg of No. 2. .'The observation of ana-
phase bridges and laggards (Fig. I9b)bn the' first anaphase,
dyad bridges•(Fig. I9c),!bridges in tetrad stage (Fis• !9e)i
and po!yad formation (Fig. Igf)! in meiosis substatiate this
assumption. Therefore, the appearance of sorne stable segre-
                                                   'gants.in the Bl. generations backcrossed lgith No. 2S2 is ex-'
                                               'plained. .Hpwever, in spite of these arnonalies, observed in ..•.
meiosis, about halE the tetradw were nearly normal in appear-
ance",and each monad of each tetrad was nearly equal ,in size.
This suggests .that many meiotic cells und• ergo ne.arly norrnal
division which finally results in the development of mature '
                         -92-
pollen grains, althopgh analysis of the early stages of rneiosis
                                                 'was not carried out in detail. Metaphase configurations of
                                                .pMcs of N6. 2 and its rooted cu'ttipgs vJere'chimeric for chr!o-
mosomal constitution, therefore whe'ther'
 these tet'rads of nearly
normal appearance and of their normal divz'sion manner are
              '
                                     '
             ichromosomallylequal is still not known.
     Among the various studies on chr'omosomal chimerism in
                   ... [intact higher plants, seme spggested the existence of a. gene
controlling spindle abnorrmalities which leads to abnormal cell
                           '
           ttdivision in 'Ribes nigrum (Vaarama 1949),, in a variety of cornmon
wheat (Watanabe 1962), in diPloid hybrids of Solanum tubero"surn
                    '(Mok and Peioquin 1975a, b), and in' L'olium perenne (Omara..1976)•
         '
    'For the colchicine-treated Ribes plants, Vaararna (l949) ascribed
                   '
             '"chromosorrial inosaieS" to the altered genic control induced by
the permanent eÅífect of cblchicine. Watqnabe (l962) assumed
a gene inducing spindle abnorrnalities, althopgh he addgd that
                     'det.ailed stndy of the Processes in the early stages before
             '
              tt ttdiakinesis is fequired to debermine the certain existence of
                'ti'such a gene. M6k 'and peloguin {1975a, b) reported three rnecha--
nisms (sP'thdld abnormalitieS and two types ef premature cyto-
kinesis}' of 2n pollen (dipZandroid) forrnation in diploid potatoes,
and based ori the results of test crgsse$ a"ncl allelism .tests,
      'Suggested that the threet  'mecha'ni$ms of di .plandroid forrnation
                           -93•-
                         t-                    s
        'are controlled by simple recess.ive genes induced by mutation.
omara (1976) recently reported chromosomal chimerÅ}sm oE PMCs
in dipZoid ilybrgrasses due to cytothixisl,or the rnecha'nism for
for chromatin passage from one PMC to an adjacent PMC. How-L
ever, the cause of cy' tomixis is still ebscure. Based on the
segregatioh data presented in Table l in this study, the
           tt ttpresent chromosomal chimetism in a tobacco regeneratie and .its
                ttoffspring' was interpreted by assurning that a simple ddminant
gene, presumably induced in the processes of tissue culture,
is responsible for the phenomenon. Ot•herwise, the chiraerisrrt
may be ca.used by indipendent' events in the normal cell Xine
         -
                                 -and by a' mutatibn-induced altered cell line in a plant; the
            '
               '!atter bL eipg involved in abriommal cell division. Aceordipg
to Makino' Cl957), eertain animal and plant tissues contain
severai cell populations, each withdifferent!chrornosome numbers.
Some of these diEferent ceU populations cou!d be separated
by eallus formatio'n in vitro, whereby complete plants are
                                        'regenerated. Conseciuently, the derived plants would each have
a differdnt chrornosome number. This stemline theory could
                           ''Partly espiain 'the existence of callus derivatives.which differ
                   'genetically from the original norrnal tobacco p•kants. Xt, shouid
   '
              ttalso be nbted that the present chimeric regenerate (No. 2) was
                 'induced' in the' medium containing a dombination of KZN and a
-94•-
rnorphactin, CFM. Chromosomally chimer'ic tegenerates were
sometime$ obtained with -a combination of rAALand. K:N or by a
                                            'sipgle addition of•KXN' in the' rnedium, although 'almost all the
selfed Progenies' of such regeneiratesJ stabilized to a certain
chromosOrne n'tmber (Pguita, unpublished). Mbrpha'ctins are a
group of coMpounds originally synthesized'in the-Research
LaboratOries of E. Merckr AGt Darrnstadt, Germany. Sethneider
(1964) first described the biOlogical effiects oi these sub-
$tances on plant rnorphpgenesis and reviewed their generai
actions on plants (Schneider l970). Itmong theirlvarious eÅífects.
particularly those on cell division and chromosomal behavior,
are the reduction of the nurnber of mitoses in onion root-tip
cells• (Denffer glt; g,IL. 1969), a chapge in the orientation oÅí
the $pindle ax.is pi the dividipg cells of pea-root--tips (Ziegler
1970) and p4rtial desynapsis of chromosomes in the firs.t meta-
phase of meiosis.in Nicotiana sylvestris plants"reared from
CFDC-soaked seeqs.(Ogura,1 in prep.). Considering these ihflu-
ences of morphaqtins on cell division and chromosomal behavior,
We cannot ;gnore the effects of CFM on chrqmosomal chitnerism.
Cytogenetically and physioXogically neqrly normal'
 plantlets
                                     -Were also regenerated from the rnedium contai,n.jpg CFM and KrN,
eherefore Phe prese4ce of CFM in the rnedium qoes-no-t "al; ays
Seem to be 'the sole -cause of chrOmosomal chirner;sm. As to
-95-
1
leaf characters, Sakai and Shimamoto (l965) spggested that
                'the bUateral leaf asymmetry of tobacco is under. genetic
control. rn the preseh-t .study,. .the' bilateral lea'f asymetry
is mainly related to chromosornal chirnerism. Mhe efEects of
morphactins, on cell division and leaf morpho'logy, as well as
the cytological analyses of chromosoinal constitution oE
regenerates derived from cultured tis$ues shouid be Eurther
       ttinvestigated.
                      Sumary
    As described in Chapter 5, a chromosomally chimeric iine
{No. 2) was found. A progeny plant of No. 2, No. 2S2-4
was reciprocally crossed with the normal Wi$consin No. 38
plant (W-38). All the Fls wdre chimeric except one plant
in (W-38 x No. 2S2)Fl combination. Both Fls were further
crossed with each of their parents. On the basis of segr- e-
gation data in F2s and Åíour Bls, the Tnode of inheritance can
be interpreted by assuming that the chimerism is mainly con-
trolled by'
 a simple Mendelian. gene induced during tissue
Culture by growth regulators. Znheritance of two'foliar,
Characters, namely bilater'al asymrnetry and foliar ratio was
also studied in relation to the' chrbmosbmal chimerism. The
                          •- 9'6 •-
chrornosornally unStable No.- 2 line shb,wed iarger'than the
normal line. hOwevert •no s;gnifieant difference was found on
the difference between ghimeric and stable plant planics
pooled from three lines was, signifi'cant in the bilateral
asyTnmetry, but not in foliar ratio. The results suggest th gt
bUaterql leaE.psymetry,eE tobacco plants is qQ•rrelated with
thq eh4Qmosomal chimerism.. .
                                            't
                  t
                                         - t?t'
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Chaptelr 7. DZFFERENTZAL RESPONSES OF NICOM'ANA' TABACUM L.
       '
    L -•i / AND' !MS PU[VATIVE PROGENI[DORS TO DE. AND REDIF-
                                      '
       ' FERENMIANON `
                           '
                       Zntroduction
     Skopg and Miller (1957) demonstrated that pith-derived
calluses of Nicotiana tabaaum L. cv. Wisconsisn No. 38 could
be induced to redifferentiate into roots or shoOts, depend-
ing on the relative amount of :AA and KIN added in the medium.
Siptlar interactions, of rAA and various kinds of cytokinins
on. grow,th and organ redifferentiation from tobaacQ pith callus
have also been reported (Hamzi and Skoog l964, Vasil and
Hildebrandt 1967, Skopg l970). Kochhar gt!L '-t--1, (1970, 1971)
have indicated that several tobacco smoke ca•rcinogens can
exert the m.orphpgenetic effect like the combinati.pns .of :AA
and KZN on the ,pith-derived calluse$, of haploid tobacco plant,
but not Qf nor;nal dipJoid. Recently, Ogura (l975) has observed
that some combinatipn$ of KrN and CFM resul-t in •100g sh,oot
redifferentiation in inoculated tobacco calZuses,.
                                                  '
                                                         .
     Yet, few literatures are available on the relationships
between the dif-#,.erences of genetic constitution and callus
formatip,;, or o.;gan redifferentiation. The involvements of
                 L[
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genornic differences" with 'eallus induction in' '[Vr'itx"'cum;Ae'g"ilops
group riave been considexed CPgura 19t77). 'The author here
reports '[ ther
 differential responses of callus induction and
sheot red-i-flferentiation among a cultivar of N.' +tabacum, its
putative " pr'ogenitos, ' N. sylve"strLs and !S. tom'ento'siformis,
an artificiallylsynthesized amphÅ}ploid from them, aLnd some
other species of the ' ge'nus Nicot'i'a'na. - ''
         ." ' ' MateÅ}isals and Methods
Dediffere'ntiati'on (callus induction)
     Sever.al tissu,es and oxgans taken from Ni'c-otia'na tabgaum
L. cV. Wisoconsin Nor 38 (W-38), !!. EzltL}LgEIE!ziLEvestrxs .S:peg. and Cornest
!l. tomentosi'formis Goodsp.,, N.' tornento'sa Ruiz and Pavon,
                                     '!!• 91tSRs}slE!gh a .Grieseb. ,.and 'an amphiploid synthesized Irom
N• sylves!ris and !5L. .tomentosi'formis, that was originally
Produced by Dr. L. G. ..Burk (Burk l973), and.is db$;gnated
as "Burk's Fs",,were aseptigally explanted on an RM-l964
basal medium CLinsmaier and Skoog 1965) containing three
different concentrations of ZAA, KXN and 2,4-D. The media
Used for callus induction were as follows:
                                                .
     Medium• A: RM-1964 + 3.0 mg/1 rAA + O.2 mgll KZN
     Mediurti .B: R)a-•l964 + O.l pagll IAA '-
     Medium C: RM-1964 + 6.0 Tng/1 TAA + 5.0 mgll 2,4-D
                  '
                          -99•- •
iThe pH of all the media wa$ .adjusted to 5'.8 + O'.l before
autoclaving. The esperirnents were acrried out at 25 + IOc
                                                    '
                                              r'
                                        'in the dark throughout.
Rediffere'n'tiatÅ}on (shoo-t' 'fo'rma'tio'n')
     Mnduced calXuses of W-38, Burk's Fsand N. "sylves'tris
                                                           '
                      'were subcultured in the sarne medium Cmediurn AÅr. After about,
                            '30 days of subculturipg, vlgorously proliferatipg calluses
were aseptically cut into small piecesi by a scalpel and the
pieces (ca. 200 mg each) were inoculated to test-tubes con-
taining an RM-1964 basal rneditm added with 2.0 Ing/l of K:N
and l.O mgll of CEMt as previously described by Ogura (197Sb, c).
     Xnduced calluses of l!. t'omentos'i'io'rmis and l!. +ot'ophora"
were directly used for a shoet redifferen' tiation experiment,
since the growth of l5L. tomento'sitorrnsis.cailu$es or;ginated
frorn peduncle (Flg. 26)1 was very slow, but that oi !!. otophora
was not so slow. Therefore, only five pieces.of N=- otophora
(siLt- 200 gig each) we;e inQculated to the same shoot regene-
ration medium as- used for Burk's Fs and !!.i sylves'tris.
                        Results
                                           '
     Pith discs or seedling roots 6f W-38, N. syl've's`tr}is
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;and Burk's Fs -formed calluses af.ter 3Q days of culture, when
tissues or seeds were inoculated into medium A. In contrastr
thpse of !!.' 't"o'Me'n'tO'si'f'drnds,' !l.- t'oMehtosa and l!. otopho'ra,
all of which belong-to the Fectien reornen#osaec Eorrned no calluses
in the same medium. The,results aret summarized in Table ' 16.I'
!n medium B, escised tissues or organs of the three species
of the Tomentosae seetion produced no cal!uses. '` Several oFgans
.or tissues of !!. tOmentos'ifermis and !5L'glt!g!gS!gl!sh z wer-e also .
 +esplanted in medium C of high auxin level. After about 40 days
Of CLU!tUre, MOSt tiSSUeS Of !!• EOL!igl2ag!st !h formed cal-luses; but,
only the flower peduncle expiants of l!. tornentesiEormis showed
eallus. formation after ' about 60 days of culture (Table. ' l71and
Fig. 26) .l Calluses of W-38, Burk's Fs and lj- Ez. !y2gES!!El t (in
medzurn A) were brownish-white and comparatively vptgorous and
uniform growth, those of l!. otophora (in medium C) were dark
brown and. grew comparativeZy v;gorously, and those of !!. t'ornen-
llgtSlgi9g!!ilEsiformis,,,(in medium 'C) were Zight brown and showed the least
growth (Fig.'' 26)..i [Vhe data,indicate roughly,the Eollowipg
Order of e4se-  of'
 calZus formation: N. tabacum.(W-38). .Bur.k's
                     'Fs N. `s.ylve'stris !!.'otophora l5!. tomepteslformls.'.''i
shoot" rediff6-rentiation
     Table:181shows the results of shoot rediEferentiation
                                                          '
eXperiments aEter about 50 days of culture: W•-38 caliuses of
                         -102-
                            '
                             '
Table 16. Dggree 'of callus formation and callus growth in
several' Ni'cOltia'na species' in the medium A. Data

















































te) Pith discs used are those excised• from nearly .mature plants.
Roots shows those from yqung seedlipg roots grown frorn seeds.
Degree of callus formation: - no-formation, + eecasional forma-
tion, +,frequent formation, ++ consistent formation.
Cqllus. growth: Å} ++, .weak to vlgorous. growth in various
degrees.
';1O3-
Table 17. Ca!lus formation.of .$everal different
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Callus forrnation : -t no formation; +-, ocaasional Eormation;
+, frequent Eormation7 ++r consistent
formation.
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both pith and seedlipg root orlgin and' N-. 'sylve's't'r'is calluses
of seedlipg root origin consistently exhibited the highest
(loog) shoot rediiferentiation rate. Burk's Fs calluses of
pith or;gin resulted in relatively high shoot formation.
Howevex, both -N. toment'osiformis •and !!. g:tEgeagggh calZuses
showed no shoot regeneration. Fig. .271shows an exainp'le of
calluses of several Nieo'tiana species in the shoot rediÅífer-
entiation medium after 50 days of culture.
                        Discussion
     To the knowledge pf the author, this is the rtrst attempt
                                                '
                                                      -to induce calluses of !!. tomentosiformis and l!. otophora,
although Collins 'eVal. (i972) obtained haploid pZants' from
                 --
N. otophora by anther culture in very !ow frequency. Mhe
requirement of high auxin levei to induce callus formation in '
!!. tomentosifo!mis and !g. otophora spggests this mighV be
cornmon to species oE the.segtion !Vornentosae,. altho!igh suitable
                   'conditions Eor calZus induction and subculturing' of the callus
                                              .
                           '
                              '
             Lshould be fug,ther. The present tesultf 'show the medium for
                                     ..tcallus inducUion. may be one of the, fol]l.pw. ipg two types: a
                                                 'standard tobacco medium (medium A) for N. tabacum, a synthesized
ainphiploid strain (Burk's Fs) and l5t.' s'ylvestris; and.a- medium
                                         .'






Fig. 27. Differential responses of four kinds of Nicotiana
calluses to the shoot redifferentiation rnedium after
50 days of culture. Frorn left to right: Calluses
of !!. tomentosiformis, l)l. otophora, Burk's Fs (an
amphiploid synthesized from N. sylvestris and
N. tomentosiforrnis) and N. tabacum cv. Wisconsin
No. 38 (ca. x l.2).
-I07-
containipg a hlgh• guxin level of a syn.thetie auxin,-2,4-D
(medium'C) fox' N.' tomentosiÅíorrn'ts and N.. otophora..The
results also indicated that peduncle, parts are suitable for
callus induction,"n the pre$ent two,species.of the section
Tomentosae. The resuXts indicate that these-Tomentosae plants
ha•ving T7genome require h;gher auxin concentration Eor callu$
formation than cultivaVed tobacco, ST •amphiploid (Burk'stttFs)
and N. sylvestrÅ}s.
     As presented in Table !8,I callpsgs of W-38•and !!. sy}.vestris
gave 100g shoot formation in a 50--day culture, a.n. d Bu;kls Fs .
callus also,gave relatively high shoot forrnation 'Åq80g). How-
ever, both' N. torn'ento'si'formis and N-., golig2!}g!to ho a calluses exhibited
                         .no shoot formation The same shoot rediffetentiation rnedium
was used for all kinds of the Nicotiana calluses, althoug-h the
'conditions for callus induction were allittle different Eor
!!. taba'cum, l!. E\!tLyEE!E!il,Et and Burk's Fs and for• the two Tomen-
tosae species. The data in [Dable 16 irnply that. genetia, •(and
genomic)'factors involved in $hoot redifferentiation in N•. tabacum
and its synthetics are mainly derived from their S.genome donor,
a progenitor or relative of N. sylvestris. The difference in
the re$ult$ on caUus induction,, growth and'shoot Fedifferep. tia-
tion of the callus between IS•.'.'ta.ba'eurn W-38 and Burk's Fs•
may be 'due to a, difference in their..gen'etic. baekground.• Aceord-
ipg to available evidence, N-T."t-tbacum (2n=48, genorrte Eormula SStT)
                          -108-
is assumed .to be arnphiploid arisipg fr'om chrornosome doublipg
followipg hybridization between a prpgenitor,of N. sylveStris
(4n=24, SS) ' and an ances'tral ty,pe similar to, but not .identical
                                               '
with, l!.' tbM'entosiformis (2n=2.4, Tts). Genetic studies by
Gerstel Åql960) and cytpgenetic investSgatÅ}ons by.Clausen (1932).
              'Kostoff. (1938) and Cameron (1965), a.n.d biochemieal studies
                                            '
on =sozy.me patterns by Sheen (1972) and on FractÅ}on I protein
by Kupg s21! g,IL. (1975), as well as the production of a fertile
arnphiploid by Burk (1973) from in' vi'tro callus cuZture of the
steri!e Fl hybrid between g!. sylvest'rls .and !5[• tomentgs'lfiOl!!!}is,
support this assumption. '
     As for dedifferentiation, Tabata and Motoyoshi (1963)
                                         Jreported .that in maize endosperm culture., ,the endosperrn ex-
plants o# only a $pecific genotype (starchy) formed,caZluses,
whereas those of other genotypes did ngt. The.genetiÅë role
of indiviqual c.hromosomes or chroMosome arms ip gallus forma-•
tion have been reported in anther cultu,re og A-genome aneu-
p!oid of common wheat.(Shirnada and Makino l975),:..Cygoplasm
effegts on .callus induction frorn whpat anthers have been report-
ed, from .stpdies on the cytoplasm substitgtipn .lines of.Chinese
Spripg wheat (Pgura and Tsunewaki.1974). Recently, Pgura (1977)
has indicated that there,exists some.gen gtical differences
between pglyploid$ in wheat on calius induCtiOnt SPg9,9.Fting ..
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that the feasibility of caLlus Eormation in wheat seedXing
                                                     -
                                        '
                                'roots cultured Lt Vitro is in the followipg order: di'ploid
(gendine iorrnula'
 AA), tet' raploid (AABB) and hexaploid (AABBDD).
                                                '
 ' The ptesent viork first showed a possible location of the
genetic' factors in a specified genorne Eor shoot rediffeicentia-
                               tttion in the.genus' Nico'tiana. From the data given in TableS
                                            '14 and 16, the feasibiZity of callus forrnation seem to'para-
llel With that of shoot redifferentiation to a considerable •
                                                       'extent. The autbor compared the degree bf rootipg of cuttingsi
between N. taba'cum W-38, N' . sylvestriS and N. tomentosi'forrnis
on a small seale (Ogura unPublished). The results suggested
that the feasibility of vegetative proppgaYion by 'the rooting
of shooots from'  axilllary buds ox steni tips is not necessarily
related-to that of shoot redifferentiation or of callus forma-
tion. It is yet to be established species belongipg to the
section Tornentosae present difficulties in induction of callus
forrnation and in redifferentiation into shoots. Here, we con-
$idered the relationships between. genomic difEerences and• tissue
culture properties in several Nicotiana species; studie$ of
this Zine should be pursued further on a more general scale.
                       Summary
                                                 ''
    Calluses of N.' t'a'bacumt N. $ylves'Eris,' N. Jtomento$ifor:ni$
                                            '
                          -J:1Q-
                          '
   N. otopho'ra and an artificially synthesized amphipioid
   H
                                                        '
   between !!. sylvestris and N. tomentosiforrnis (Burk's Fs)
   were induced. For induction and subcu!turipg 'oE calluses
   Of !5t. taba'cum, !5L- Etx],ygS!E!!LEIv t amd Burk's Fs, an RM-1964 basal
   mediurn containipg 3.0 Tng/1 of !IM and O.2 mg/l of KIN as
 .described by Skopg and Miller (l9S7) waS used. Jn the case
   of callus induction in -N.' tom'e'n'to`s'i'forrn'ts 'and N. otopbora,
                                                 .
' however, an Rlvr-l964 medium of far h;gher auxin level as com-
   pared with the above-mentioned three 'species was required. • ,
   Znduced calluses of these speeies were inoculated in the
                                                 tt
   identical shoot redifferentiation medium, which was successEul
   for IOO} shoot redifferentiation •in' inoculated calluses, at
   least in !!. tabacurn and ]5!. sylvestris. Ail of N. tabacum and
  N. sylves'tris calluses inbculated redlfferdntiated' shoots.
  whereas !!. tomentosifo'rmis and l5t. otophora calluses resulted
   in no shoot forrnatioti-. Mhe results seem to indicate that
   genetic 'factors involved in shoot redifferentiation in' N. taba'cum
   are locaiized in the•!!. ExltLYgEg!l!ELt genoMe-




 Some combination of a rnorphactin, chlorflurenol-rnethyl-
ester (CFM) and kinetin ÅqKIN) in appropria.te concentrations
exerted more efEicient influences on shoot organpgenesis from
                             'tobacco,callu.s as compared with the'.known kinetin-auxin combi-
natxonr However, by applyipg CFbd, in cornbination with ,KrN,
more teratoma regenerates were obtained thanl by a singie
application pfi KIN to the medium. Almost all the plantlets
regenerated by any kind of rnedia exhibited, more or lesst
chromosomal chilneras. A.plant showed chrornosomal chimerism
through three. generations and the existence of simple. gene(s)
involved in chromosomal chimerism.wash substiatiated. The chroipo-
sornal chimerisrn was supported by the facts that.cytologi.c.41-
                                                   'irregularities both in mitosis and meiosis such as-anaphase
bridges,were found, and that int.raplant chimerism of leaf form'$
was.observed. There was a significant correlation between
chromo$omal.chimerism and foliar bilateral asymetry. Thus,
the possibility oE pXant tissue culture as a potential tool
yo obtaip variants,or mutants was dempns.trate' d. •The fga.sibi-
lity of shoQ.t redifferentiation from calluses were found to
be different amopg various,species of Nicotianar. A probable
location of the, genetic,factors contF6uingl regener'ative,
                                         t-
ability from callus was iirst specified into a certain genorne.
-.112-
 . TPe findipgs were itemized as Eollows:
(1) Sopae combinations ,of KIN and CFM resulted in 10Q2 shoot
     '
redifferentiation in inoculated' cal!u$es.
(2) CFM acted as a. growth retardant in culthred tissues, but
in the presence of KTN, it counteracted with KZN and acted
stimulatory ior shoot redifferentiation.
(3) Irrespective of the kinds or combinations of. growt4 regu-
la.tors used for shoot oFganpgeneSis, almost all the original
     L
regenerates exhibited chromosornal chirnerism. . '
                                       .(4) After selfing, most oÅí the regenerates stabilized to
     ' 'have a certain chromosome numbeF (eudiploid, polyploid or
aneup!oid). '
                                       '
                                          '(5) A lineage of chromosomally chimeric strain through three
generations was obtained from the medium containing l.O geg/1
of CFD4 and 2.0 mgll of KZN.
(6) Crosses were made reciprocally between this chimeric
strain and normal plants and the Fl, F2 and Bl generations
were studied. Based on the segregation data frorn Bls and
                                                        'F2s, the chimeric character was considered to be mainly con--
trolled by a sipgle doninant. gene induced by mutation duripg
tissue cuiture.
(7) Some fioliar characters of No. 2, normal tobacco and their
Bls an.d F2s were rec'orded' , and based en the data of the biXateral
                                                               -
                                                '
-ll3-
asyrmetry in .the leaf and oE the ratio oÅí the latitudinal
to logitudinal lepgth, instability values we,re calculated.
                             '
                      '
                          -tMhe results spggested that the 'ma, gnitude of chromosornaX'
 '
                                               '
7-
chirnerÅ}sm and instabUity of foliar ch'aracters were positively
correlated.
                                                 t.-(8) C' hromosornal chimerisrn paralleled with other cha' radters,
                                   .
                               -
                                 i
                                                .-such as pollen and seed fertilities, dwarfism, leaf form,
          '
abnorrnal inflorescence shape etc.
(9) Genetic factot(s) involved in' shoot redifferehtiation in
               'N. ta' bacum and its synthetics (Burk's amphidiploid)'are prob-
H
        '
                            :t
                                 .ably located in their l!.' Ex,l-ls!EE-!vestns. genome-
  i
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